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Kaimin Editorial

Kiosk
The Montana Kaimin is a weekly independent student
newspaper at the University of Montana. The Kaimin office
and the University of Montana are located on land originally
inhabited by the Salish People. Kaimin is a derivative of a Salish
language word, “Qe‘ymin,” that is pronounced kay-MEEN and
means “book,” “message” or “paper that brings news.”
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TH E G A RAGE : SE 2 EP 3

RAs are indispensable, but they’re not invincible
As we reported this week’s cover story on
20 work hours per week, but frequently pull
the struggles resident assistants face at UM,
overtime — one RA the Kaimin spoke with
we spoke with more than a dozen resident
reported working nearly 50 hours per week,
assistants, past and present. The stories they
often without full overtime pay and on top of
shared, on and off the record, echoed each oth- full course loads.
er’s in surprising ways. But one idea, repeated
And though the University pays for their
over and over again, sounded something like
room and board, with office hours, duty
this:
nights, desk shifts, meetings and resident
“I liked building relationships with my resichecks, it’s almost impossible for RAs to pick
dents and other RAs, and free room and board
up outside work.
was nice, but the toll the job took on me just
Many RAs talked about the toll the job took
wasn’t worth it.”
on their mental well-being, and when they
The role of an RA is burned into our minds
turned to Curry Health Center for support,
through our own experiences in the dorms,
they were offered one free counseling session,
through movies, TV and the stories our parafter which they’d have to pay.
ents swap about their own college days. We
Talking down students who say they have
remember our RAs as a little weird, or super
“nothing left to live for,” as Alex Crisp, a
strict, or easygoing and friendly, cheering us
former RA, told us he once did, is a monuon through homework slogs and consoling us
mental ask of any person, much less a student
through that awkward freshman adjustment
working through their own problems. If the
phase.
RA isn’t insured, they can just afford one $25
No one has ever doubted an RA’s job is a difcounseling session at Curry every two weeks
ficult one, but the stories we heard this week
with their stipend.
warrant taking a fresh look at how much we’re
If we were living in the early 1900s, the
asking full-time college students to bear. Our
room and board incentive would probably be
take? As it stands at UM, it’s asking too much.
enough for what the RA job required at the
The RAs we talked to each had their own
time. According to a 2016 study from the Jourstories of suicidal residents, unresponsive
nal of College and University Student Housing,
Week of 1/31/22
- 2/6/22
students, sexual assaults and predatory bethe first resident assistants were hired to help
havior they dealt with during their time in the
enforce strict rules for alcohol, dress code
halls, and maybe that’s just as inevitable to the
and general order — RAs were hall cops and
college experience as dorm parties and alcohol nothing more.
confiscations are.
But, the study notes, a shift occurred in the
But it went beyond the occasional traumatic
late 1900s that saw RAs taking on the role of
experience, we found. RAs are contracted for
counselor and advisor, not just disciplinarian.
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As far back as 1981, an observer noted, “The
RA serves one of the most comprehensive
roles in the student affairs division … to be
called to do so many tasks, to hold so many
responsibilities, and to be accountable for so
many people … is one of the greatest challenges you will face during early adulthood.”
We know the RA role isn’t changing dramatically anytime soon. But we also know that
it can be supported and improved in specific,
actionable ways at UM.
We echo many of the recommendations
made to UM Housing in a recent Associated
Students of the University of Montana Senate
resolution, but here are some highlights:
UM should reduce the number of desk shifts

RAs are required to take and increase shifts
available to student desk assistants, offer free
or reduced-cost counseling to current RAs, and
provide CPR and defibrillator training to give
RAs tools to be more effective first responders.
Because if some of the students serving on
the front lines in UM dorms as the guardians,
comforters, encouragers and, sometimes,
life-savers of their fellow students are saying
they need help, it’s worth asking how we can.

— Austin Amestoy, Audio Editor
Like it? Hate it? Wish we were dead?

email us your opinions at editor@montanakaimin.com

Last one for the fans

Montana’s Logan Stabnau
smiles from the bench
as the Griz take on
Providence University
during the last home
hockey match of the
regular season at Glacier
Ice Rink on Jan. 28. The
Providence Argos came
out victorious, securing
a comfortable 4-2 win
against the first-year Griz
in a nail-biting finish.
Montana’s goalie Sam
Miland secured 25 saves
with Jackson Knutsen
and Owen Lee scoring for
the Griz. The Griz have
three regular season
matches left before they
hit the road to Ogden,
Utah, for league playoffs.
NATE SANCHEZ |
MONTANA KAIMIN
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it can be supported and improved in specific,
actionable ways at UM.
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resolution, but here are some highlights:
UM should reduce the number of desk shifts

RAs are required to take and increase shifts
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RAs tools to be more effective first responders.
Because if some of the students serving on
the front lines in UM dorms as the guardians,
comforters, encouragers and, sometimes,
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Week of 1/31/22 - 2/6/22

Briefs & Blotter

The Weekly Crossword

Briefs: Housing options slim, wolf hunting nears limit, and at-home COVID-19 tests
GRIFFEN SMITH
griffen.smith@umontana.edu

UM ECONOMISTS REPORT ESCALATING
HOUSING CRISIS
A panel of University of Montana economists
and local stakeholders hit the road last month
to confirm the state’s slow-but-sure change into
a recreation-based economy, while cautioning
residents about the lack of affordable housing.
The 47th annual Economic Outlook Seminar
in Missoula, led by UM’s Bureau of Business
and Economic research, said Montana’s population grew by 10% last decade, yet the number
of houses built only grew by 7%.
One realtor at the Missoula panel said the
city had just 18 houses currently on the market
for less than $500,000, according to reporting
from the Missoulian. Missoula’s median home
price was estimated at $489,000 in September
2021, according to the Missoula Organization
of Realtors.
Further analysis by the MOR shows that of
the roughly 49,000 homes in Missoula, 19,000
are rentals. A November 2021 report from the
city found the home vacancy rate in Missoula
dropped to 0.38% in 2021, down from 6% in
2019.
Overall, experts say the Montana economy is
growing heavily in the tourism and recreation
sectors, a likely reason for the continued population increase in the region.

COVID-19 TESTS FLOOD INTO MISSOULA
Relief for the high demand for COVID-19
tests reached Missoula last week as federaland state-sponsored rapid at-home tests began
reaching doorsteps and offices alike.
The U.S. purchased more than 1 billion
at-home tests for Americans to use for free, half
to be delivered to residents’ homes. A one-time
shipment of four tests per household can be
ordered at COVIDTests.gov.
Montana upped its own screening
output with 650,000 rapid tests last
month. More than 25,000 arrived
in Missoula Friday. On Sunday,
the county gave away more than
5,650 tests to cars lined up in the
Fort Missoula parking lot.
Nick Holloway, deputy
disaster and emergency services
director for Missoula County, said
the giveaways have been offering one
test per household. The 5,650 distrubuted
account for half of the county’s total tests.
The next pickup opportunities will be Thursday and Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Russell Street Elections Office parking lot.
Curry Health Center offers free testing for
students feeling the symptoms of COVID-19.
Testing capacity for the center nearly doubled
last month during the increase of cases. As of
Monday, there were 165 active UM-affiliated
COVID-19 cases.

Hayley Devlin, public information officer
for the county, said residents should notify the
health department if an at-home test is positive,
and seek testing through the county if someone
is unsure about the results of the rapid test.

STATE TO END WOLF HUNTING IN
SOUTHWEST MT
The Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission announced a halt to wolf hunting near
Yellowstone Park after the state’s quota on
the animal is reached.
Nearly 76 wolves had been killed
by the end of January out of the
state quota of 82 in hunting
district 3. The commission voted
to curb any hunting against the
wolves once the number reaches
82, spurred on by concerns that
the diminishing population could
be biologically threatened.
At least 23 Yellowstone wolves have
been killed this season, 18 of which traveled
just outside the bounds of the park into Montana, where hunting and trapping the wolves is
legal. There are just 91 wolves remaining in the
park, according to state data.
Wolves have been delisted from the endangered species list since 2011. In 2021, Montana
passed laws in the legislature expanding wolf
hunting. Previously, the region 3 hunting area
had a quota of just one wolf per subdivision,

limiting hunts to a couple dozen a year.
Yellowstone National Park Director Cam
Sholly wrote a letter to Gov. Greg Gianforte
— who trapped his own wolf near the park in
December — asking Montana to end all hunting
near the park for the remainder of the season.

HUMANITIES LAUNCH GRIEF LECTURE SERIES
A new semester-long lecture series is exploring beyond the trials of life.
Re-imagining Death: Conversations about Dying, Loss and Grief is a 10-part series that kicked
off last week. UM faculty members will share
their expertise across a range of disciplines in
poetry, literature, Irish culture, short stories and
Indigenous studies.
The lectures will address everything from
death rituals and beliefs in Hinduism to Irish
lamentations on loss, death experiences of past
time periods, shifting attitudes about death
in cultural practices and death practices like
funerals, cremation and end-of-life experiences,
according to a UM press release.
The inspiration is based on the losses Americans have felt from the COVID-19 pandemic.
More than 800,000 in the U.S. have died from
the virus since March 2020.
The series was made possible by a $500,000
grant to UM’s Humanities institute last fall.
To see the full schedule, visit the humanities
institute website.

Blotter: Locks, epoxy and plenty of weed

ANDY TALLMAN
Andy.tallman@umontana.edu

Between Jan. 21 and Jan. 28, UMPD responded to 13 crimes.

FRIDAY 1/21: USELESS LOCK
Yet another joyrider took a secured bike over
winter break, sometime between Dec. 14 and
Jan. 18. It was left near Knowles Hall. Perhaps
it’s just buried under the snow, to be discovered
come spring.

FRIDAY 1/21: DESK JOCKEYS
A personal desk and flatscreen TV were stolen from the hallway in Eck Hall between Jan.
9 and Jan. 21. Why would a TV be chillin’ in the
hallway for two weeks? We may never know.
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SATURDAY 1/22: MIRROR, MIRROR

MONDAY 1/24: THE COLORADO SPECIAL

as it had been unplugged in the common area
for two days.

A mischievous criminal pulled the driver’s
side mirror off a car in Lot H, leaving it hanging
like a disappointing high-five. The crime was
reported at 1:20 p.m. and happened sometime
after 10 p.m. the night before.

At 11:30 a.m., some stoner was given a conduct violation for possessing the devil’s lettuce
in Jesse Hall. Keep that stuff hidden, guys.

THURSDAY 1/27: EPOXIED LOCKS

SATURDAY 1/22: FOUNDATIONLESS
CHARGES
A concerned citizen alleged that
two teens decided to smoke some
weed in a car at Pioneer Court.
When campus police arrived,
officers found the possible toker
was just putting on makeup. It’s
an easy mistake to make. All of the joints I roll
become metallic twist tubes, and that’s why no
one invites me to parties.

MONDAY 1/24: SLUR GRAFFITI
A slur was graffitied to the front
door of a residence in the Lewis
and Clark Villages. The graffiti was
classified as a hate crime based on
sexual orientation.

TUESDAY 1/25: RAIDING THE FRIDGE
Someone stole a minifridge
belonging to a resident from the common area
of Elrod Hall. There are no suspects. It’s the
classic roommate loophole: If you can’t take
the food from the fridge, just take the fridge!
Hopefully there wasn’t any food in this fridge,

For some unfathomable reason, someone
put JB Weld glue in the locking mechanism of
the northwest door of the Liberal Arts Building.
UMPD called the lock shop to remedy the
sticky situation. They have a few leads, so perhaps the glue-headed vandal will soon be stuck.

THURSDAY 1/27: INSTASCAM
An Instagram fraudster convinced a Lewis
and Clark resident to send them $400 in
exchange for a faulty check worth $2,000. In
the era of digital deposits, a check can seem to
go through before the bank calls the next day to
say you’ve been swindled. UMPD Police Chief
Brad Giffin said such scams are common, but
most people report them instead of sending the
money.
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1 Ward of
"CSI: NY"
5 High-class tie
10 Ness, e.g.
14 Plumbing problem
15 Future fungus
16 Forest ox
17 FEMA function
19 Whine like a cat
20 Get choppers
21 Marshmallow
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23 Lookout point
25 Feels achy
26 Bottom line
29 Scatter, as
doubts
32 On the sidelines,
maybe
35 As yet unscheduled: Abbr.
38 Wind instrument
39 Jaguar's kin
41 "Love ___
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42 Overly strict
44 Like lemonade
45 Engine parts
46 Sorority letter
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machine
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thriller, "_____
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59 Genuine
60 Paint solvent
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63 Up and ____
64 Gasoline brand
65 Shot, for short
66 Redhead's dye
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DOWN
1 "Beat it!"
2 Choice word
3 Misplace
4 Rabble-rouser
5 Daisy-like flower
6 Chic getaway
7 Swelled head
8 Boat in "Jaws"
9 Be full of
10 Like some orders
11 Studio "quiet"
sign
12 Trial locale
13 Alan and Nathan
18 Talking Heads
hit, "And ___
Was"
22 Carbolic acid
24 Proof of age,
perhaps
26 Old fool
27 "That hurt!"
28 Legal
postponement
30 Glass ingredient
31 Whitman, for one

33 CPA's type of
year
34 Social starter
35 Mexican fare
36 Partner of born
37 Uses an abacus
40 Part of PG
43 Airplane wing
flap
44 Historic Harlem
theater
46 Cosmic payback
47 At right angles
to the keel
48 Sacred song
50 Letter before
iota
51 Farm layer
53 Four Corners
state
54 Lipstick holder
56 Voice of the
iPhone
57 A single time
58 Kind of sign
61 Bit of wordplay
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CLARISE LARSON
clarise.larson@umontana.edu
You never realize how bad campus living is until
you move out of the dorms — RAs really out here doing
god’s work staying another year to watch you dumbasses as you experience college life (and help when you’re
blacked out to the fourth dimension and can’t get your
key card to work). But don’t think they’re oblivious to
your tomfoolery. RAs know more than you think they
know. Just what did they catch you doing? Let’s find
out.
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20–FEB. 18): We know you need your
space, but it’s hard to use that to justify intentionally
locking your roommate out of their own room. Just be
thankful your RA can’t write you up for being a major
dick.
PISCES (FEB. 19–MARCH 20): The number of times
you’ve cried on your RA’s shoulder should be reason
enough for them to get a raise. We understand you
can be emotional, but damn — at least leave a tip or
something.
ARIES (MARCH 21–APRIL 19): The sound of a skateboard
riding down a hallway is a lot louder than you think,
especially at 2:30 a.m.
TAURUS (APRIL 20–MAY 20): No matter how far you
stick your head out the window to blow that sweet,
sweet ganja, everyone in the hall will know it’s you.
ESPECIALLY your RA. Have some subtlety, Shaggy,
and go to the parking lot like everyone else.
GEMINI (MAY 21–JUNE 20): Contrary to your own belief,
everyone in the dorm showers can hear you singing
and EVERYONE has complained. You’re just lucky
your RA likes SZA too.

MAKAYLA O’NEIL | MONTANA KAIMIN

CANCER (JUNE 21–JULY 22): No, no one ratted you out for
having a cat in your dorm. The wonderful smell of cat piss
exuding from your room did that for you. Bye-bye, Bingus!
LEO (JULY 23–AUG. 22): You can’t get mad at your RA for
writing you up after they caught you in the middle of
dyeing your hair blue for the fifth time. Those sinks are
communal. You just simply can’t.
VIRGO (AUG. 23–SEP. 22): Somehow you managed to puke
in the bathroom, drink a whole bottle of Tito’s and sneak
a boy into your room without getting caught cuz your RA
was luckily out of town that night. We’re convinced it’s all
the karma you built up from always being the mom friend.
LIBRA (SEP. 23–OCT. 22): PSA: Please stop coordinating
group photoshoots in the communal bathroom — everyone
is uncomfortable and the lighting is terrible.
SCORPIO (OCT. 23–NOV. 21): Honestly, your RA never catches
you doing anything because they never know where tf you
are.
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22–DEC. 22): You can’t transcend the
limitations of your current reality — you live in a tiny box
with a stranger and we are in the middle of a pandemic.
We know you base your opinions on pure emotion, and
the only reason you don’t like your RA is they asked you to
stop throwing ragers on weekday nights and that made you
upsetti spaghetti.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 23–JAN. 19): A girl-boss must simply girlboss — there is no other way. You are a work-a-holic and
that’s great for you, but your roommate is really getting sick
of you typing at all hours of the night, and therefore you
have been banned from girl-bossing.
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Briefs & Blotter

The Weekly Crossword

Briefs: Housing options slim, wolf hunting nears limit, and at-home COVID-19 tests
GRIFFEN SMITH
griffen.smith@umontana.edu

UM ECONOMISTS REPORT ESCALATING
HOUSING CRISIS
A panel of University of Montana economists
and local stakeholders hit the road last month
to confirm the state’s slow-but-sure change into
a recreation-based economy, while cautioning
residents about the lack of affordable housing.
The 47th annual Economic Outlook Seminar
in Missoula, led by UM’s Bureau of Business
and Economic research, said Montana’s population grew by 10% last decade, yet the number
of houses built only grew by 7%.
One realtor at the Missoula panel said the
city had just 18 houses currently on the market
for less than $500,000, according to reporting
from the Missoulian. Missoula’s median home
price was estimated at $489,000 in September
2021, according to the Missoula Organization
of Realtors.
Further analysis by the MOR shows that of
the roughly 49,000 homes in Missoula, 19,000
are rentals. A November 2021 report from the
city found the home vacancy rate in Missoula
dropped to 0.38% in 2021, down from 6% in
2019.
Overall, experts say the Montana economy is
growing heavily in the tourism and recreation
sectors, a likely reason for the continued population increase in the region.

COVID-19 TESTS FLOOD INTO MISSOULA
Relief for the high demand for COVID-19
tests reached Missoula last week as federaland state-sponsored rapid at-home tests began
reaching doorsteps and offices alike.
The U.S. purchased more than 1 billion
at-home tests for Americans to use for free, half
to be delivered to residents’ homes. A one-time
shipment of four tests per household can be
ordered at COVIDTests.gov.
Montana upped its own screening
output with 650,000 rapid tests last
month. More than 25,000 arrived
in Missoula Friday. On Sunday,
the county gave away more than
5,650 tests to cars lined up in the
Fort Missoula parking lot.
Nick Holloway, deputy
disaster and emergency services
director for Missoula County, said
the giveaways have been offering one
test per household. The 5,650 distrubuted
account for half of the county’s total tests.
The next pickup opportunities will be Thursday and Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Russell Street Elections Office parking lot.
Curry Health Center offers free testing for
students feeling the symptoms of COVID-19.
Testing capacity for the center nearly doubled
last month during the increase of cases. As of
Monday, there were 165 active UM-affiliated
COVID-19 cases.

Hayley Devlin, public information officer
for the county, said residents should notify the
health department if an at-home test is positive,
and seek testing through the county if someone
is unsure about the results of the rapid test.

STATE TO END WOLF HUNTING IN
SOUTHWEST MT
The Montana Fish and Wildlife Commission announced a halt to wolf hunting near
Yellowstone Park after the state’s quota on
the animal is reached.
Nearly 76 wolves had been killed
by the end of January out of the
state quota of 82 in hunting
district 3. The commission voted
to curb any hunting against the
wolves once the number reaches
82, spurred on by concerns that
the diminishing population could
be biologically threatened.
At least 23 Yellowstone wolves have
been killed this season, 18 of which traveled
just outside the bounds of the park into Montana, where hunting and trapping the wolves is
legal. There are just 91 wolves remaining in the
park, according to state data.
Wolves have been delisted from the endangered species list since 2011. In 2021, Montana
passed laws in the legislature expanding wolf
hunting. Previously, the region 3 hunting area
had a quota of just one wolf per subdivision,

limiting hunts to a couple dozen a year.
Yellowstone National Park Director Cam
Sholly wrote a letter to Gov. Greg Gianforte
— who trapped his own wolf near the park in
December — asking Montana to end all hunting
near the park for the remainder of the season.

HUMANITIES LAUNCH GRIEF LECTURE SERIES
A new semester-long lecture series is exploring beyond the trials of life.
Re-imagining Death: Conversations about Dying, Loss and Grief is a 10-part series that kicked
off last week. UM faculty members will share
their expertise across a range of disciplines in
poetry, literature, Irish culture, short stories and
Indigenous studies.
The lectures will address everything from
death rituals and beliefs in Hinduism to Irish
lamentations on loss, death experiences of past
time periods, shifting attitudes about death
in cultural practices and death practices like
funerals, cremation and end-of-life experiences,
according to a UM press release.
The inspiration is based on the losses Americans have felt from the COVID-19 pandemic.
More than 800,000 in the U.S. have died from
the virus since March 2020.
The series was made possible by a $500,000
grant to UM’s Humanities institute last fall.
To see the full schedule, visit the humanities
institute website.

Blotter: Locks, epoxy and plenty of weed

ANDY TALLMAN
Andy.tallman@umontana.edu

Between Jan. 21 and Jan. 28, UMPD responded to 13 crimes.

FRIDAY 1/21: USELESS LOCK
Yet another joyrider took a secured bike over
winter break, sometime between Dec. 14 and
Jan. 18. It was left near Knowles Hall. Perhaps
it’s just buried under the snow, to be discovered
come spring.

FRIDAY 1/21: DESK JOCKEYS
A personal desk and flatscreen TV were stolen from the hallway in Eck Hall between Jan.
9 and Jan. 21. Why would a TV be chillin’ in the
hallway for two weeks? We may never know.
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SATURDAY 1/22: MIRROR, MIRROR

MONDAY 1/24: THE COLORADO SPECIAL

as it had been unplugged in the common area
for two days.

A mischievous criminal pulled the driver’s
side mirror off a car in Lot H, leaving it hanging
like a disappointing high-five. The crime was
reported at 1:20 p.m. and happened sometime
after 10 p.m. the night before.

At 11:30 a.m., some stoner was given a conduct violation for possessing the devil’s lettuce
in Jesse Hall. Keep that stuff hidden, guys.

THURSDAY 1/27: EPOXIED LOCKS

SATURDAY 1/22: FOUNDATIONLESS
CHARGES
A concerned citizen alleged that
two teens decided to smoke some
weed in a car at Pioneer Court.
When campus police arrived,
officers found the possible toker
was just putting on makeup. It’s
an easy mistake to make. All of the joints I roll
become metallic twist tubes, and that’s why no
one invites me to parties.

MONDAY 1/24: SLUR GRAFFITI
A slur was graffitied to the front
door of a residence in the Lewis
and Clark Villages. The graffiti was
classified as a hate crime based on
sexual orientation.

TUESDAY 1/25: RAIDING THE FRIDGE
Someone stole a minifridge
belonging to a resident from the common area
of Elrod Hall. There are no suspects. It’s the
classic roommate loophole: If you can’t take
the food from the fridge, just take the fridge!
Hopefully there wasn’t any food in this fridge,

For some unfathomable reason, someone
put JB Weld glue in the locking mechanism of
the northwest door of the Liberal Arts Building.
UMPD called the lock shop to remedy the
sticky situation. They have a few leads, so perhaps the glue-headed vandal will soon be stuck.

THURSDAY 1/27: INSTASCAM
An Instagram fraudster convinced a Lewis
and Clark resident to send them $400 in
exchange for a faulty check worth $2,000. In
the era of digital deposits, a check can seem to
go through before the bank calls the next day to
say you’ve been swindled. UMPD Police Chief
Brad Giffin said such scams are common, but
most people report them instead of sending the
money.
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ACROSS
1 Ward of
"CSI: NY"
5 High-class tie
10 Ness, e.g.
14 Plumbing problem
15 Future fungus
16 Forest ox
17 FEMA function
19 Whine like a cat
20 Get choppers
21 Marshmallow
roaster
23 Lookout point
25 Feels achy
26 Bottom line
29 Scatter, as
doubts
32 On the sidelines,
maybe
35 As yet unscheduled: Abbr.
38 Wind instrument
39 Jaguar's kin
41 "Love ___
neighbor"
42 Overly strict
44 Like lemonade
45 Engine parts
46 Sorority letter
49 Woodworking
machine
52 Eastwood
thriller, "_____
Power"
55 Muppets creator
59 Genuine
60 Paint solvent
62 Shopper's mecca
63 Up and ____
64 Gasoline brand
65 Shot, for short
66 Redhead's dye
67 Bank holding
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you up?
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DOWN
1 "Beat it!"
2 Choice word
3 Misplace
4 Rabble-rouser
5 Daisy-like flower
6 Chic getaway
7 Swelled head
8 Boat in "Jaws"
9 Be full of
10 Like some orders
11 Studio "quiet"
sign
12 Trial locale
13 Alan and Nathan
18 Talking Heads
hit, "And ___
Was"
22 Carbolic acid
24 Proof of age,
perhaps
26 Old fool
27 "That hurt!"
28 Legal
postponement
30 Glass ingredient
31 Whitman, for one

33 CPA's type of
year
34 Social starter
35 Mexican fare
36 Partner of born
37 Uses an abacus
40 Part of PG
43 Airplane wing
flap
44 Historic Harlem
theater
46 Cosmic payback
47 At right angles
to the keel
48 Sacred song
50 Letter before
iota
51 Farm layer
53 Four Corners
state
54 Lipstick holder
56 Voice of the
iPhone
57 A single time
58 Kind of sign
61 Bit of wordplay
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CLARISE LARSON
clarise.larson@umontana.edu
You never realize how bad campus living is until
you move out of the dorms — RAs really out here doing
god’s work staying another year to watch you dumbasses as you experience college life (and help when you’re
blacked out to the fourth dimension and can’t get your
key card to work). But don’t think they’re oblivious to
your tomfoolery. RAs know more than you think they
know. Just what did they catch you doing? Let’s find
out.
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20–FEB. 18): We know you need your
space, but it’s hard to use that to justify intentionally
locking your roommate out of their own room. Just be
thankful your RA can’t write you up for being a major
dick.
PISCES (FEB. 19–MARCH 20): The number of times
you’ve cried on your RA’s shoulder should be reason
enough for them to get a raise. We understand you
can be emotional, but damn — at least leave a tip or
something.
ARIES (MARCH 21–APRIL 19): The sound of a skateboard
riding down a hallway is a lot louder than you think,
especially at 2:30 a.m.
TAURUS (APRIL 20–MAY 20): No matter how far you
stick your head out the window to blow that sweet,
sweet ganja, everyone in the hall will know it’s you.
ESPECIALLY your RA. Have some subtlety, Shaggy,
and go to the parking lot like everyone else.
GEMINI (MAY 21–JUNE 20): Contrary to your own belief,
everyone in the dorm showers can hear you singing
and EVERYONE has complained. You’re just lucky
your RA likes SZA too.

MAKAYLA O’NEIL | MONTANA KAIMIN

CANCER (JUNE 21–JULY 22): No, no one ratted you out for
having a cat in your dorm. The wonderful smell of cat piss
exuding from your room did that for you. Bye-bye, Bingus!
LEO (JULY 23–AUG. 22): You can’t get mad at your RA for
writing you up after they caught you in the middle of
dyeing your hair blue for the fifth time. Those sinks are
communal. You just simply can’t.
VIRGO (AUG. 23–SEP. 22): Somehow you managed to puke
in the bathroom, drink a whole bottle of Tito’s and sneak
a boy into your room without getting caught cuz your RA
was luckily out of town that night. We’re convinced it’s all
the karma you built up from always being the mom friend.
LIBRA (SEP. 23–OCT. 22): PSA: Please stop coordinating
group photoshoots in the communal bathroom — everyone
is uncomfortable and the lighting is terrible.
SCORPIO (OCT. 23–NOV. 21): Honestly, your RA never catches
you doing anything because they never know where tf you
are.
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22–DEC. 22): You can’t transcend the
limitations of your current reality — you live in a tiny box
with a stranger and we are in the middle of a pandemic.
We know you base your opinions on pure emotion, and
the only reason you don’t like your RA is they asked you to
stop throwing ragers on weekday nights and that made you
upsetti spaghetti.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 23–JAN. 19): A girl-boss must simply girlboss — there is no other way. You are a work-a-holic and
that’s great for you, but your roommate is really getting sick
of you typing at all hours of the night, and therefore you
have been banned from girl-bossing.
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News | Staffing stability

Recovering computer science department looks to hire

ANNA HENNING
anna.henning@umontana.edu

The computer science department at UM is
recovering from suddenly losing two full-time
professors by looking for more long-term
hires, while temporarily filling the open
positions. In the long term, professors hope
to create more guidelines for an inclusive
learning environment.
Rob Smith, a formerly-tenured computer
science professor, resigned last fall after public backlash over his blog “Upward Thought.”
The blog, now defunct, included sexist and
homophobic references, sometimes referencing his students. The posts have been archived for the public on the Kaimin’s website.
“When you have something in your midst
that’s so toxic, it feels really good when it’s
gone,” said Jesse Johnson, computer science
department chair. “I feel quite busy. I am happy to trade busyness for getting rid of something like that. I feel so relieved and so happy
that Rob Smith has left the department, and
everything else is superficial compared to
that.”
Smith’s departure was followed closely by
professor Oliver Serang’s resignation. The
department was already stretched then, as
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another professor had parted ways with the
program last summer.
With a total of four classes missing
instructors last semester, the department
had to scramble to keep those courses going.
Three different professors and one facilitator
stepped in to fill the gaps, sometimes having
to start over with the curriculum.
Audrey Dozier, a computer science minor,
was in one of Smith’s classes when he resigned. She said the class felt brand new after
Smith’s departure.
“It turns out, Rob was actually not teaching
what we were supposed to be covering in that
class,” Dozier said. “It wasn’t even meeting
the requirements that it needed to be considered an upper division writing class or meet
the ethics requirement. It just slipped through
the cracks until then.”
Dozier said that the transition between
professors was handled well. She feels good
about how the department reacted, but is
worried about losing another professor.
This semester alone, the department has
four short-term hires. According to Johnson,
these hires have some form of continued
involvement in the department. Some saw the
challenging fall semester and agreed to help
out only for the spring.

“There’s a lot of fresh faces in the department, a lot of new people teaching classes and
a lot of energy associated with new people
teaching classes,” Johnson said.
While the spring faculty has temporarily
filled staffing gaps, Johnson is looking to rebuild stability with long-term hires. The computer science department recently announced
it has vacancies for two positions. It is looking
to get professors in 10-year contracts.
There were about 65 applications as of Jan.
24, according to Johnson. The department is
taking applications through the end of the
month, before narrowing down candidates for
interviews. If things go as planned, the new
professors will start in the fall 2022 semester.
Johnson is approaching this hiring process
differently in order to improve student experience.
“I think some of the difficulties that have
occurred relate to looking more at a person’s research or business activities, instead
of what they are actually bringing to the
students in terms of quality instruction and
engagement,” Johnson said.
To guide this process, Johnson is drafting a
community principles document. This document is based on upholding UM’s principles
of respect for the academic process, respect

for the freedoms and privileges of others and
respect for University resources. The purpose
of this document will be to create a more
inclusive work environment.
Johnson plans to move the language of the
completed document into the staff’s collective
bargaining agreement.
“It gives us the basis of paying someone less
because their behavior is egregious, of denying someone tenure because their behavior is
egregious,” Johnson said.
The biggest challenge the department is
facing is understaffing, according to Johnson.
While the department has stopgap measures
in place to get through this difficult time,
Johnson considers that unsustainable. He is
looking for consistent faculty, and fears the
new hires won’t be a good fit.
With the new professors, Johnson is hoping
to improve student engagement. He said he
realized the department can do more to support its students in getting their degrees.
“What we know about Rob Smith’s classes
is that we didn’t have a very good idea of
what was going on before this occurred,”
Johnson said. “I think there is no question
that what is in place of Rob Smith is a much
better student experience.”

News | Nothing but crumbs

Labor shortages lead to fewer Food Zoo hours, Iron Griz closure
CHRISTINE COMPTON
christine.compton@umontana.edu
University of Montana Dining is struggling to retain employees, and some branches of the department are reducing hours or
temporarily closing to survive.
During a typical year, 350 student
employees maintain the miniature empire, according to the UM Dining website.
However, this year the numbers dropped
substantially. According to Trail Bundy, UM
Dining’s marketing and communications
manager, 260 spots are vacant.
UM Dining consists of the Food Zoo,
Food Court, Rise+Rooted, The Market, Iron
Griz American Bistro, UM Catering, UM
Concessions and the coffee shops across
campus. It is the primary food source
for students on campus, especially those
with dining plans purchased through the
University.
The Food Zoo, the most popular and essential of UM Dining’s locations, will indefinitely close from 2 to 5 p.m. on weekdays,
because it doesn’t have enough students
available to work then, Bundy said. The
Food Zoo will maintain these hours until
it hires enough employees to make up the
difference.
For students using Food Zoo Exclusive or
Food Zoo 15 dining plans, this could be a
major hurdle. The Food Zoo Exclusive and
Food Zoo 15 are two of three dining plans
available for those living on campus, which
is required of most first-year students. As
the names suggest, these plans can only
be used at the Food Zoo, and the closures
force students to use their limited flex dollars, non meal-plan money or go hungry.
“For people with the Food Zoo plan, I feel
bad for them. That feels so anxiety-provoking, knowing that you can’t eat from 2 to 5,”
said Sara Wolf, a first-year UM student. “It’s
scary. What do you do if you’re starving?”
Wolf’s former roommate and fellow
first-year student, Ava Sanchez, thought of
a mutual friend who uses a Food Zoo plan
and has no car to eat off-campus with. Sanchez recalled him saying he felt stuck.
Wolf and Sanchez feel the effects on
their wallets. Both use the All-Campus meal
plan, which allows them to spend $78.75 at
most UM Dining locations each week. For
them, a trip to the Food Zoo costs $3.75,
making it the most financially-accessible
option. However, the reduced hours has the
two counting their digital pennies.
“You definitely have to eat at the Food
Zoo once or twice a day to have any meal
plan left,” Wolf said.
The two understand why the hours have

been reduced, but they feel
it’s unreasonable to close
the Food Zoo during the
late afternoon when students are leaving class. On
Tuesdays and Thursdays,
2 to 5 p.m. is the only time
Wolf can eat, she said. On
those days, she’ll only buy
a croissant and coffee to
make it through the day.
The Food Zoo isn’t the
only branch of UM Dining
affected.
From Jan. 9 to 24, Iron
Griz temporarily shut down
while waiting for employee
positions to refill. Only a
week after reopening, Iron
Griz announced it would
once again close from Jan.
30 to the end of March.
For Nathan LaPier, a
junior and line cook for
the Iron Griz, the changes are spelling danger
for his finances. LaPier
began working at the Iron
Griz in May 2021. Then,
he recalled three to four
people in the kitchen at all
The Food Court has not been spared from staffing shortages at UM Dining as certain locations inside have had to reduce their
times, each with a specific
hours. ASTON KINSELLA | MONTANA KAIMIN
role that helped maintain
fast operation — salad, fire,
Bundy said the Iron Griz was temporarily time of day.
grills, dishes, plating and prep, to name a
Although recruitment begins weeks beclosed because it was causing the Universifew.
fore breaks, students tend to apply for work
ty to lose money. Bundy said the Iron Griz
While it could be cramped, the high dearound a month into the semester, Bundy
typically serves families visiting the UM
mands and overwhelming workload during
said. UM Dining is expecting an increase of
Golf Course, so winters are usually slow for
summer made the extra bodies essential.
applications in the coming weeks. Until UM
profits.
This winter, LaPier was one of three
Dining hires enough employees to sustain
But for LaPier and other employees who
cooks who worked the closing shift, and
itself, it will continue to reprioritize locarely on consistent paychecks to pay rent,
the job could feel unconquerable. While he
tions and distribute employees as needed.
it’s not as simple as waiting for the snow to
and his closing partners served the dinner
melt. Some employees left UM Dining altorush from their stations, dishes would pile
gether. LaPier recalled two of his coworkers
up and ingredients would run out while
quitting their Iron Griz positions to join
tickets sat on the counter. Occasionally,
downtown restaurants like the Top Hat and
one would have to rush to campus to pick
Wally & Buck.
up spare supplies.
“You’ll see that some organizations
“If even one ticket was missed, it could
around Missoula are paying $17-$21 an
be catastrophic,” LaPier said. “You just had
hour in food service industries,” Bundy
to pray there wasn’t a Mt. Everest of dishes
said. “We simply cannot compete anymore.”
or that you hadn’t run out of tomatoes.”
To combat this, UM Dining is offering
LaPier said the quality of service would
benefits to students who are willing to
sometimes suffer because the cooks were
work. Employees who work at the Food
flooded with work. As the orders stacked,
Zoo on weekends receive a $50 bonus, and
guests would endure obscene waits for
each employee who convinces a friend to
dishes that should take less than a few
work for UM Dining for over a month will
minutes. LaPier said his anxiety would
earn another $50 boost. UM Dining prides
sometimes overcome him.
itself on being accessible and flexible with
“We can try our best, but most of us are
its employees, offering to hire students
basically kids,” LaPier said. “Please, God,
anywhere from 1 to 29 hours at nearly any
apply to anywhere in UM Dining.”
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Recovering computer science department looks to hire

ANNA HENNING
anna.henning@umontana.edu

The computer science department at UM is
recovering from suddenly losing two full-time
professors by looking for more long-term
hires, while temporarily filling the open
positions. In the long term, professors hope
to create more guidelines for an inclusive
learning environment.
Rob Smith, a formerly-tenured computer
science professor, resigned last fall after public backlash over his blog “Upward Thought.”
The blog, now defunct, included sexist and
homophobic references, sometimes referencing his students. The posts have been archived for the public on the Kaimin’s website.
“When you have something in your midst
that’s so toxic, it feels really good when it’s
gone,” said Jesse Johnson, computer science
department chair. “I feel quite busy. I am happy to trade busyness for getting rid of something like that. I feel so relieved and so happy
that Rob Smith has left the department, and
everything else is superficial compared to
that.”
Smith’s departure was followed closely by
professor Oliver Serang’s resignation. The
department was already stretched then, as
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another professor had parted ways with the
program last summer.
With a total of four classes missing
instructors last semester, the department
had to scramble to keep those courses going.
Three different professors and one facilitator
stepped in to fill the gaps, sometimes having
to start over with the curriculum.
Audrey Dozier, a computer science minor,
was in one of Smith’s classes when he resigned. She said the class felt brand new after
Smith’s departure.
“It turns out, Rob was actually not teaching
what we were supposed to be covering in that
class,” Dozier said. “It wasn’t even meeting
the requirements that it needed to be considered an upper division writing class or meet
the ethics requirement. It just slipped through
the cracks until then.”
Dozier said that the transition between
professors was handled well. She feels good
about how the department reacted, but is
worried about losing another professor.
This semester alone, the department has
four short-term hires. According to Johnson,
these hires have some form of continued
involvement in the department. Some saw the
challenging fall semester and agreed to help
out only for the spring.

“There’s a lot of fresh faces in the department, a lot of new people teaching classes and
a lot of energy associated with new people
teaching classes,” Johnson said.
While the spring faculty has temporarily
filled staffing gaps, Johnson is looking to rebuild stability with long-term hires. The computer science department recently announced
it has vacancies for two positions. It is looking
to get professors in 10-year contracts.
There were about 65 applications as of Jan.
24, according to Johnson. The department is
taking applications through the end of the
month, before narrowing down candidates for
interviews. If things go as planned, the new
professors will start in the fall 2022 semester.
Johnson is approaching this hiring process
differently in order to improve student experience.
“I think some of the difficulties that have
occurred relate to looking more at a person’s research or business activities, instead
of what they are actually bringing to the
students in terms of quality instruction and
engagement,” Johnson said.
To guide this process, Johnson is drafting a
community principles document. This document is based on upholding UM’s principles
of respect for the academic process, respect

for the freedoms and privileges of others and
respect for University resources. The purpose
of this document will be to create a more
inclusive work environment.
Johnson plans to move the language of the
completed document into the staff’s collective
bargaining agreement.
“It gives us the basis of paying someone less
because their behavior is egregious, of denying someone tenure because their behavior is
egregious,” Johnson said.
The biggest challenge the department is
facing is understaffing, according to Johnson.
While the department has stopgap measures
in place to get through this difficult time,
Johnson considers that unsustainable. He is
looking for consistent faculty, and fears the
new hires won’t be a good fit.
With the new professors, Johnson is hoping
to improve student engagement. He said he
realized the department can do more to support its students in getting their degrees.
“What we know about Rob Smith’s classes
is that we didn’t have a very good idea of
what was going on before this occurred,”
Johnson said. “I think there is no question
that what is in place of Rob Smith is a much
better student experience.”

News | Nothing but crumbs

Labor shortages lead to fewer Food Zoo hours, Iron Griz closure
CHRISTINE COMPTON
christine.compton@umontana.edu
University of Montana Dining is struggling to retain employees, and some branches of the department are reducing hours or
temporarily closing to survive.
During a typical year, 350 student
employees maintain the miniature empire, according to the UM Dining website.
However, this year the numbers dropped
substantially. According to Trail Bundy, UM
Dining’s marketing and communications
manager, 260 spots are vacant.
UM Dining consists of the Food Zoo,
Food Court, Rise+Rooted, The Market, Iron
Griz American Bistro, UM Catering, UM
Concessions and the coffee shops across
campus. It is the primary food source
for students on campus, especially those
with dining plans purchased through the
University.
The Food Zoo, the most popular and essential of UM Dining’s locations, will indefinitely close from 2 to 5 p.m. on weekdays,
because it doesn’t have enough students
available to work then, Bundy said. The
Food Zoo will maintain these hours until
it hires enough employees to make up the
difference.
For students using Food Zoo Exclusive or
Food Zoo 15 dining plans, this could be a
major hurdle. The Food Zoo Exclusive and
Food Zoo 15 are two of three dining plans
available for those living on campus, which
is required of most first-year students. As
the names suggest, these plans can only
be used at the Food Zoo, and the closures
force students to use their limited flex dollars, non meal-plan money or go hungry.
“For people with the Food Zoo plan, I feel
bad for them. That feels so anxiety-provoking, knowing that you can’t eat from 2 to 5,”
said Sara Wolf, a first-year UM student. “It’s
scary. What do you do if you’re starving?”
Wolf’s former roommate and fellow
first-year student, Ava Sanchez, thought of
a mutual friend who uses a Food Zoo plan
and has no car to eat off-campus with. Sanchez recalled him saying he felt stuck.
Wolf and Sanchez feel the effects on
their wallets. Both use the All-Campus meal
plan, which allows them to spend $78.75 at
most UM Dining locations each week. For
them, a trip to the Food Zoo costs $3.75,
making it the most financially-accessible
option. However, the reduced hours has the
two counting their digital pennies.
“You definitely have to eat at the Food
Zoo once or twice a day to have any meal
plan left,” Wolf said.
The two understand why the hours have

been reduced, but they feel
it’s unreasonable to close
the Food Zoo during the
late afternoon when students are leaving class. On
Tuesdays and Thursdays,
2 to 5 p.m. is the only time
Wolf can eat, she said. On
those days, she’ll only buy
a croissant and coffee to
make it through the day.
The Food Zoo isn’t the
only branch of UM Dining
affected.
From Jan. 9 to 24, Iron
Griz temporarily shut down
while waiting for employee
positions to refill. Only a
week after reopening, Iron
Griz announced it would
once again close from Jan.
30 to the end of March.
For Nathan LaPier, a
junior and line cook for
the Iron Griz, the changes are spelling danger
for his finances. LaPier
began working at the Iron
Griz in May 2021. Then,
he recalled three to four
people in the kitchen at all
The Food Court has not been spared from staffing shortages at UM Dining as certain locations inside have had to reduce their
times, each with a specific
hours. ASTON KINSELLA | MONTANA KAIMIN
role that helped maintain
fast operation — salad, fire,
Bundy said the Iron Griz was temporarily time of day.
grills, dishes, plating and prep, to name a
Although recruitment begins weeks beclosed because it was causing the Universifew.
fore breaks, students tend to apply for work
ty to lose money. Bundy said the Iron Griz
While it could be cramped, the high dearound a month into the semester, Bundy
typically serves families visiting the UM
mands and overwhelming workload during
said. UM Dining is expecting an increase of
Golf Course, so winters are usually slow for
summer made the extra bodies essential.
applications in the coming weeks. Until UM
profits.
This winter, LaPier was one of three
Dining hires enough employees to sustain
But for LaPier and other employees who
cooks who worked the closing shift, and
itself, it will continue to reprioritize locarely on consistent paychecks to pay rent,
the job could feel unconquerable. While he
tions and distribute employees as needed.
it’s not as simple as waiting for the snow to
and his closing partners served the dinner
melt. Some employees left UM Dining altorush from their stations, dishes would pile
gether. LaPier recalled two of his coworkers
up and ingredients would run out while
quitting their Iron Griz positions to join
tickets sat on the counter. Occasionally,
downtown restaurants like the Top Hat and
one would have to rush to campus to pick
Wally & Buck.
up spare supplies.
“You’ll see that some organizations
“If even one ticket was missed, it could
around Missoula are paying $17-$21 an
be catastrophic,” LaPier said. “You just had
hour in food service industries,” Bundy
to pray there wasn’t a Mt. Everest of dishes
said. “We simply cannot compete anymore.”
or that you hadn’t run out of tomatoes.”
To combat this, UM Dining is offering
LaPier said the quality of service would
benefits to students who are willing to
sometimes suffer because the cooks were
work. Employees who work at the Food
flooded with work. As the orders stacked,
Zoo on weekends receive a $50 bonus, and
guests would endure obscene waits for
each employee who convinces a friend to
dishes that should take less than a few
work for UM Dining for over a month will
minutes. LaPier said his anxiety would
earn another $50 boost. UM Dining prides
sometimes overcome him.
itself on being accessible and flexible with
“We can try our best, but most of us are
its employees, offering to hire students
basically kids,” LaPier said. “Please, God,
anywhere from 1 to 29 hours at nearly any
apply to anywhere in UM Dining.”
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Ex-resident assistant’s letter draws new attention to RA responsibilities
Former resident assistant Alex Crisp stands in front of his former residence hall, Jesse, on Jan. 19. Crisp was one of several students to voice his concerns about the high-stress situations he faced
while working as an RA at the University of Montana.

Story by Mariah Thomas
Photos by Shanna Madison

A

S A UNIVERSITY
of Montana resident
assistant in Jesse Hall
last fall, sophomore
Alex Crisp says he
dealt with many
high-stress situations,
from consoling students with suicidal thoughts to helping those
who had been sexually assaulted and others
who’d experienced alcohol poisoning. One
moment, though, stands clear in his memory.
On one of his last night shifts with the duty
phone, Crisp — a violin and classics major —
got a call. It was a resident’s mother, ringing
him because her child hadn’t been answering
the phone. She asked Crisp to do a welfare
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check, so he knocked on his resident’s door.
No response.
After several attempts, Crisp called UMPD
and waited as the police opened the room using the master key. The resident was lying on
their bed, the phone ringing over and over.
Crisp remembers the officers shaking the
resident once, twice, saying their name.
Still nothing.
Finally, Crisp asked, “Are they alive?”
The officer affirmed. The resident had a
faint heartbeat and was breathing. An ambulance finally arrived and took them away, but
not before Crisp heard them speak.
“Hearing the resident just say, ‘What?’ was
pretty powerful to know they weren’t dead,”
he said.
Moments like that may not often be what
come to mind when considering the service
RAs provide. More likely are fun floor activi-

ties, building relationships with nervous freshmen and shutting down raucous dorm room
parties. But Crisp says he soon discovered
mountains of paperwork, vitriolic meetings,
long on-call shifts and life-or-death situations
he and other RAs aren’t prepared for — namely
because they aren’t trained on basic CPR and
AED processes.
As his well-being deteriorated, Crisp knew
he had to make a change. But rather than leaving quietly, Crisp decided to act. At the end of
the semester, he sat down and penned a letter
to UM Housing, administration, media outlets
— anyone he could think of who might lend an
ear to his concerns.
“Our position has the ability to be amazing,
rewarding, and inspirational,” Crisp wrote.
“Which is why I implore you to fix this broken
system you have built and perpetuated.”
And someone listened. After ASUM Senator

Elizabeth Bowles caught wind of the letter,
she called Crisp and talked with him for hours
about his experiences. What followed was Senate Bill 61-21/22, which calls on the University
to clarify the role of the RA in the job description, increase RA pay, decrease non-contracted
work hours and provide reduced-cost or free
counseling at Curry Health Center, among
other recommendations.
“It was really interesting to see how RAs are
treated on a regular basis,” Bowles said. “And
every aspect is lacking. The level it should be
… it’s not where it should be. We should be asking or demanding more at this point, because
it’s not an acceptable level of pay or mental
responsibility or any of that.”
RAs — students who get free housing to respond to and supervise their fellow on-campus
residents — are important leaders, said John
Nugent, the director of residential education

and community standards for UM Housing.
He said RAs help students acclimate to UM
and play a big role in student success.
Crisp acknowledges his feelings toward the
RA role may not reflect every student who
takes the job, but his letter and the resolution
have drawn new attention to the responsibilities the position demands — from friend and
adviser to therapist and first responder — and
whether or not full-time students should be
carrying the load alone.

Engstrom has since
dropped out of the University of Montana.
“I dropped out almost
entirely due to not being
able to be on campus because of my experiences,”
Engstrom said. Engstrom
added they’re not the only
RA who experiences lingering stress from the job.

Desperate measures

It runs in the family

Cheyenne Engstrom, the RA for Pantzer’s
second floor during the 2020-21 school year,
came to UM from Hillsboro, Oregon, and majored in English. They now describe being an
RA as “the worst job [they’ve] ever had.”
Engstrom described being overworked,
struggling with mental health and not feeling
supported by UM Housing.
As an example, Engstrom said there was
a resident on their floor who would knock
on their door any time they were showering,
called the desk when they were working,
got angry when they weren’t there at their
scheduled time and followed them to their
second job.
After bringing this to their supervisor,
Engstrom said they were told to personally text
their supervisor when they were concerned
about this resident’s actions. Engstrom said
this was because UM Housing didn’t want to
keep a University record of the situation.
When Engstrom went to counseling and
was prescribed anxiety medication, they said
UM Housing didn’t offer adequate support.
They added one supervisor they’d confided in
made their struggles feel minimized, asking
if they still felt “stress-y and depress-y” after
they’d talked about the situation.
Engstrom said UM Housing’s response to
their mental health concerns ended with referring them to Curry Health Center. But Engstrom said this arrangement wasn’t sustainable
for them because of low pay. RAs — like every
other UM student — only get one free therapy
session without additional health insurance.
“I had to pay for my therapist, my therapy
sessions with Curry doctors, my anxiety
medication that I had to be taking because of
the job, which I wasn’t taking prior. And any
other counseling I had to seek outside of that,
I had to pay for out of pocket,” Engstrom said.
“I actually had to stop taking my anxiety meds
and stop therapy because it got to the point
where I was not getting paid enough to support
my own mental health, so I just had to stop.”
At the end of the year, Engstrom said two
incomplete courses meant they didn’t meet
the grade point average requirement to be an
RA. They said the University pulled their RA
stipend — which paid their food and housing
for the academic year. Further, the University
wants Engstrom to pay their stipend back, a
request they’re currently contesting. Engstrom
did not provide documentation of this.

Mason E. Niblack, a
third-year student at UM
from Polson, Montana, is a
fifth generation Montanan
and a fourth generation
Grizzly. He was also an RA
from fall 2019 through the
fall 2021 semester.
Niblack’s grandpa was
the “head resident” for the
first co-ed dorm at Oregon
State University in the
1970s. So when Niblack
Cheyenne Engstrom was a resident assistant in Pantzer Hall’s second floor during the 2020-2021 school year, which they describe
came to UM, being an RA
as “the worst job [they’ve] ever had.” For those who work in Pantzer, it means being responsible for not just a hall full of single
was a goal from the start.
or double rooms, but four-person suites. Engstrom described being overworked, struggling with mental health and not feeling
His first semester in the
position, he was the RA for supported by UM Housing during high-stress situations.
the third floor of Pantzer
Hall. He said this was the only semester where
he truly enjoyed the job.
When COVID-19 hit in the spring of 2020,
Niblack said his job changed. He was one
of the few residents and RAs who chose to
stay behind at UM instead of going home
after spring break, when the University went
remote. Even though his residents weren’t on
campus anymore, UM Housing asked RAs to
stay in contact with them. Niblack still had
responsibilities in the dorm, but said it was
lonely.
“We were basically night guards at that
point, just because people had to stay in the
building to make sure nothing happened to it,”
Niblack said. “That’s really what we were that
spring semester of 2020. It was lonely, quiet,
but they did compensate us for staying.”
When Niblack returned in the fall of 2020,
his job was again different. In Miller Hall this
time around, Niblack was looking forward to
A sign in Jesse Hall displays different outlets for help and useful student information. Resident assistants
more chances to interact with residents, after
are responsible for decorating bulletin boards on each of their floors. They change these often to relay
proving himself in Pantzer the year before. But
information to students as a way to give them encouragement throughout the semester.
instead, Niblack said he felt like his job turned
into policing students for COVID-19, and
“It became like prison, honestly,” Niblack
COVID-19 policies.
enforcing rules that were far too strict.
said. “And us RAs became much more of a
For Niblack, the job eventually became too
The pandemic changed the dorm experipolicing force than a community leader, and
much. Living in a small space and unable to
ence. According to Niblack, and other RAs the
some of us balanced it better than others.”
interact with residents face-to-face, Niblack
Kaimin spoke with, students and RAs weren’t
As the year went on, Niblack said he
decided at the end of fall semester it was time
allowed in each other’s rooms. Common areas
reached out to UM Housing repeatedly asking
to leave.
on the floors were closed. RAs took to hanging
about
COVID-19
policy
changes.
He
said
He said UM Housing was supportive of his
out in the front offices of their buildings beHousing’s response was a mass email to RAs,
decision, even pulling strings to get him houscause they were allowed to without getting in
saying policies would remain the same. In
ing in Lewis and Clark Village in the middle of
trouble, and it gave them space from residents.
meetings, Niblack said RAs were reprimanded
the year.
Niblack even added that, for his floor, bathfor writing up too many students for violating
“I have to greatly thank them for that,” Nirooms became a communal area for students.
montanakaimin.com February 3, 2022 9
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S A UNIVERSITY
of Montana resident
assistant in Jesse Hall
last fall, sophomore
Alex Crisp says he
dealt with many
high-stress situations,
from consoling students with suicidal thoughts to helping those
who had been sexually assaulted and others
who’d experienced alcohol poisoning. One
moment, though, stands clear in his memory.
On one of his last night shifts with the duty
phone, Crisp — a violin and classics major —
got a call. It was a resident’s mother, ringing
him because her child hadn’t been answering
the phone. She asked Crisp to do a welfare
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check, so he knocked on his resident’s door.
No response.
After several attempts, Crisp called UMPD
and waited as the police opened the room using the master key. The resident was lying on
their bed, the phone ringing over and over.
Crisp remembers the officers shaking the
resident once, twice, saying their name.
Still nothing.
Finally, Crisp asked, “Are they alive?”
The officer affirmed. The resident had a
faint heartbeat and was breathing. An ambulance finally arrived and took them away, but
not before Crisp heard them speak.
“Hearing the resident just say, ‘What?’ was
pretty powerful to know they weren’t dead,”
he said.
Moments like that may not often be what
come to mind when considering the service
RAs provide. More likely are fun floor activi-

ties, building relationships with nervous freshmen and shutting down raucous dorm room
parties. But Crisp says he soon discovered
mountains of paperwork, vitriolic meetings,
long on-call shifts and life-or-death situations
he and other RAs aren’t prepared for — namely
because they aren’t trained on basic CPR and
AED processes.
As his well-being deteriorated, Crisp knew
he had to make a change. But rather than leaving quietly, Crisp decided to act. At the end of
the semester, he sat down and penned a letter
to UM Housing, administration, media outlets
— anyone he could think of who might lend an
ear to his concerns.
“Our position has the ability to be amazing,
rewarding, and inspirational,” Crisp wrote.
“Which is why I implore you to fix this broken
system you have built and perpetuated.”
And someone listened. After ASUM Senator

Elizabeth Bowles caught wind of the letter,
she called Crisp and talked with him for hours
about his experiences. What followed was Senate Bill 61-21/22, which calls on the University
to clarify the role of the RA in the job description, increase RA pay, decrease non-contracted
work hours and provide reduced-cost or free
counseling at Curry Health Center, among
other recommendations.
“It was really interesting to see how RAs are
treated on a regular basis,” Bowles said. “And
every aspect is lacking. The level it should be
… it’s not where it should be. We should be asking or demanding more at this point, because
it’s not an acceptable level of pay or mental
responsibility or any of that.”
RAs — students who get free housing to respond to and supervise their fellow on-campus
residents — are important leaders, said John
Nugent, the director of residential education

and community standards for UM Housing.
He said RAs help students acclimate to UM
and play a big role in student success.
Crisp acknowledges his feelings toward the
RA role may not reflect every student who
takes the job, but his letter and the resolution
have drawn new attention to the responsibilities the position demands — from friend and
adviser to therapist and first responder — and
whether or not full-time students should be
carrying the load alone.

Engstrom has since
dropped out of the University of Montana.
“I dropped out almost
entirely due to not being
able to be on campus because of my experiences,”
Engstrom said. Engstrom
added they’re not the only
RA who experiences lingering stress from the job.

Desperate measures

It runs in the family

Cheyenne Engstrom, the RA for Pantzer’s
second floor during the 2020-21 school year,
came to UM from Hillsboro, Oregon, and majored in English. They now describe being an
RA as “the worst job [they’ve] ever had.”
Engstrom described being overworked,
struggling with mental health and not feeling
supported by UM Housing.
As an example, Engstrom said there was
a resident on their floor who would knock
on their door any time they were showering,
called the desk when they were working,
got angry when they weren’t there at their
scheduled time and followed them to their
second job.
After bringing this to their supervisor,
Engstrom said they were told to personally text
their supervisor when they were concerned
about this resident’s actions. Engstrom said
this was because UM Housing didn’t want to
keep a University record of the situation.
When Engstrom went to counseling and
was prescribed anxiety medication, they said
UM Housing didn’t offer adequate support.
They added one supervisor they’d confided in
made their struggles feel minimized, asking
if they still felt “stress-y and depress-y” after
they’d talked about the situation.
Engstrom said UM Housing’s response to
their mental health concerns ended with referring them to Curry Health Center. But Engstrom said this arrangement wasn’t sustainable
for them because of low pay. RAs — like every
other UM student — only get one free therapy
session without additional health insurance.
“I had to pay for my therapist, my therapy
sessions with Curry doctors, my anxiety
medication that I had to be taking because of
the job, which I wasn’t taking prior. And any
other counseling I had to seek outside of that,
I had to pay for out of pocket,” Engstrom said.
“I actually had to stop taking my anxiety meds
and stop therapy because it got to the point
where I was not getting paid enough to support
my own mental health, so I just had to stop.”
At the end of the year, Engstrom said two
incomplete courses meant they didn’t meet
the grade point average requirement to be an
RA. They said the University pulled their RA
stipend — which paid their food and housing
for the academic year. Further, the University
wants Engstrom to pay their stipend back, a
request they’re currently contesting. Engstrom
did not provide documentation of this.

Mason E. Niblack, a
third-year student at UM
from Polson, Montana, is a
fifth generation Montanan
and a fourth generation
Grizzly. He was also an RA
from fall 2019 through the
fall 2021 semester.
Niblack’s grandpa was
the “head resident” for the
first co-ed dorm at Oregon
State University in the
1970s. So when Niblack
Cheyenne Engstrom was a resident assistant in Pantzer Hall’s second floor during the 2020-2021 school year, which they describe
came to UM, being an RA
as “the worst job [they’ve] ever had.” For those who work in Pantzer, it means being responsible for not just a hall full of single
was a goal from the start.
or double rooms, but four-person suites. Engstrom described being overworked, struggling with mental health and not feeling
His first semester in the
position, he was the RA for supported by UM Housing during high-stress situations.
the third floor of Pantzer
Hall. He said this was the only semester where
he truly enjoyed the job.
When COVID-19 hit in the spring of 2020,
Niblack said his job changed. He was one
of the few residents and RAs who chose to
stay behind at UM instead of going home
after spring break, when the University went
remote. Even though his residents weren’t on
campus anymore, UM Housing asked RAs to
stay in contact with them. Niblack still had
responsibilities in the dorm, but said it was
lonely.
“We were basically night guards at that
point, just because people had to stay in the
building to make sure nothing happened to it,”
Niblack said. “That’s really what we were that
spring semester of 2020. It was lonely, quiet,
but they did compensate us for staying.”
When Niblack returned in the fall of 2020,
his job was again different. In Miller Hall this
time around, Niblack was looking forward to
A sign in Jesse Hall displays different outlets for help and useful student information. Resident assistants
more chances to interact with residents, after
are responsible for decorating bulletin boards on each of their floors. They change these often to relay
proving himself in Pantzer the year before. But
information to students as a way to give them encouragement throughout the semester.
instead, Niblack said he felt like his job turned
into policing students for COVID-19, and
“It became like prison, honestly,” Niblack
COVID-19 policies.
enforcing rules that were far too strict.
said. “And us RAs became much more of a
For Niblack, the job eventually became too
The pandemic changed the dorm experipolicing force than a community leader, and
much. Living in a small space and unable to
ence. According to Niblack, and other RAs the
some of us balanced it better than others.”
interact with residents face-to-face, Niblack
Kaimin spoke with, students and RAs weren’t
As the year went on, Niblack said he
decided at the end of fall semester it was time
allowed in each other’s rooms. Common areas
reached out to UM Housing repeatedly asking
to leave.
on the floors were closed. RAs took to hanging
about
COVID-19
policy
changes.
He
said
He said UM Housing was supportive of his
out in the front offices of their buildings beHousing’s response was a mass email to RAs,
decision, even pulling strings to get him houscause they were allowed to without getting in
saying policies would remain the same. In
ing in Lewis and Clark Village in the middle of
trouble, and it gave them space from residents.
meetings, Niblack said RAs were reprimanded
the year.
Niblack even added that, for his floor, bathfor writing up too many students for violating
“I have to greatly thank them for that,” Nirooms became a communal area for students.
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Having worked in both Pantzer and Miller halls, Mason Niblack said he got to experience the good and
the bad of the RA position. Niblack said the only time he truly enjoyed his job was when he worked his
first semester as an RA on the third floor of Pantzer before the pandemic hit in spring 2020. For Niblack,
COVID-19 changed the dorm experience, forcing him and other RAs to become a policing force rather than
community leaders.

After concerns from past RAs surfaced, ASUM senators unanimously passed Senate Bill 61-21/22, which
calls on the University to clarify the role and job
descriptions of RAs, increase pay, decrease non-contracted work hours and provide reduced-cost or
free counseling at Curry Health Center, among other
recommendations.
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black said. “I have, because if they hadn’t done
that for me, I’d be a little worse off right now.”
Nugent, the director of residential education
and community standards, said UM Housing
tries to help RAs when they see situations like
Niblack’s.
“If we, as the housing staff, see signs with
students and staff that there might be an issue
with overcommitment, or not getting away
enough, or wellness, or whatever it may be,
we try to have a conversation and help and
connect to resources as much as we can,”
Nugent said.
Nugent added being an RA is a balancing
act and UM Housing tries to be up-front
about this. He said it’s a big commitment, and
interested students are encouraged to decide
whether they have the capacity for the job
before taking it.
Overall, Niblack said his experience as an
RA was one he’d repeat because it helped him
develop social skills with his residents. But
Niblack also said RAs regularly joked about
how little they were paid. Many find the job to
be more than what’s advertised. Niblack said
the free housing and meal plan wasn’t enough
to afford to live.
“[They’re] treating us almost like slaves,” Niblack said. “I know that sounds super extreme,
but it’s like they’re asking us to do so much for
the residents and halls to keep them running
on a community level and it’s not giving us
instant gratification back.”

Bearing witness
For Cole Read, a Helena native who was
one of the RAs for the gender-inclusive floor of
Miller Hall during the 2020-21 academic year,
the job was the only way he could afford UM.
“I was not going to be able to pay for my

Working as an RA in Miller Hall during the 2020-2021 academic year was the only way Cole Read could afford
attending UM, but his expectations for the job didn’t match the workload. RAs who spoke with the Kaimin
reported working as many as 68.75 hours in two weeks. They’re contracted for 40.
college otherwise, so I didn’t really have a
choice,” Read said.
Read said his expectations for the job didn’t
match the workload. The RA position is advertised on both UM Housing’s website and the
RA contract as 20 hours of work per week. Not
true, Read said. The position required RAs to
consistently work overtime. In fact, RAs who
spoke with the Kaimin reported working as
many as 68.75 hours in two weeks.
Another RA, who wished to remain anonymous, shared documentation of overtime
hours with the Kaimin. In one semester, this
source documented working 132 hours of
overtime. Of these overtime hours, they said
only 45.5 were paid, but did not provide further documentation.
RAs receive a meal plan and housing for
free, one of the biggest draws to the position
for many.
In addition, RAs receive a bi-weekly stipend, which varies depending on which dorm
each RA works in. The anonymous source,
who worked in Knowles Hall, made $48 every
two weeks, according to a bank’s checking
statement from Aug. 26, 2020. Dividing the $24
they earned weekly by the contracted number
of 20 hours means they were making $1.20 an
hour. The anonymous source said some RAs,
depending on where they live, make even
less than $48 for a stipend. Of course, UM
providing housing and food accounts for much
of an RAs’ living expenses and thus should be
included in their income. Still, many RAs felt
cheated out of compensation for their work.
Read said he didn’t get to put extra hours
on his time card unless he worked additional
desk shifts. He worked extra duty nights — 12hour shifts that only pay for a quarter of the
time an RA is on duty — as RAs got sick with
COVID-19, but said he didn’t get paid for them.
“It’s kind of hard to log your hours when

you get caught up talking to a resident,” Read
said. “And you also spend a lot of time doing
things in between things. I would say that altogether, even though I couldn’t put 15 minutes
here and 15 minutes there on my pay stub, it
definitely was a lot more than 20 hours a week.
There’s a lot that just kind of goes unnoticed.”
Nugent said UM Housing strives for RAs to
hit only the 20-hour-per-week goal set in their
contract.
“Honestly, most weeks it’s probably less
than that,” Nugent said.
Nugent added the RA position is not
intended to be an hourly position, nor are
RAs eligible for overtime pay. When RAs are
consistently working overtime, Nugent said
UM Housing tries to work with them to adjust
their schedule.
“The reality is the RA position is one of the
most autonomous student positions… And I
would say most days and weeks, the hourly
breakdown works in the RA’s favor,” Nugent
said. “Some weeks get busy and some on-call
nights are busy, and so some weeks are busier
than others, but we try to be aware of that
and adjust in the coming days and months if
a student staff member has had a particularly
busy on-call night or busy week.”

In the thick of it
Ember Cuddy, Read’s floor partner on Miller’s first floor, wanted to be an RA from the
moment they set foot on campus.
“I’ve wanted to be an RA ever since I was
a kid,” Cuddy said. “My mom was an RA at
MSU and I only ever heard good things about
it. I also can’t afford to go to college, so I’ve
been planning on being an RA since before my
freshman year at UM even started. When I got
to campus, I immediately made a connection

with my RA.”
But when it was time for Cuddy to start the
job, they realized right off the bat it wasn’t
what they’d expected. They said the training
process didn’t prepare them to do their job.
Nugent said RAs are trained in three
aspects of the job, specifically: conduct and
crisis response, operations and the residential
curriculum. He said during conduct and crisis
response, RAs are taught how to handle emergencies, and are encouraged to call UMPD.
But RAs are not trained on AEDs or CPR
in case of emergencies, according to Crisp.
Nugent confirmed this.
Throughout training, according to Nugent,
students go through case studies, round table
discussions and panels with returning RAs.
Then training culminates in a final day of
“Behind Closed Doors,” which consists of RAs
participating in role-play scenarios, acting out
different events they may encounter in the
dorms.
For Cuddy, this training process was not a
helpful one in preparing them for what they’d
face.
“They basically put you in vague trainings
where they give you an outline of what’s going
to happen,” Cuddy said. “And if you have any
sort of trauma or experience with that sort of
thing, it’s going to trigger you, and they’re like,
‘Sorry, you have to deal with it anyway.’ You’re
expected to just push through and handle it,
like a police officer would. Nine times out of
10, the thing you’re going to be told to do is call
the police.”
Crisp, too, said the Behind Closed Door
training was difficult, and there wasn’t really
an option to opt out. He added that training
was 10 days long and was unpaid.
Nugent said the training was part of the
RA contract’s terms. He added RAs receive
stipends for meals, since training takes place
before the Food Zoo and other campus dining
options are available.
“RAs who work both fall and spring also receive their room over winter break regardless
of whether they serve as a winter break RA
or not and room and board or a food stipend
during the short spring training,” Nugent said.
Even more than training, the real-life situations Cuddy handled affected them.
Cuddy dealt with alcohol possession,
students who refused to follow COVID-19
protocol and many students were depressed.
Cuddy had a vivid recollection of one suicidal
resident, and said there was a two-week period
where Cuddy had to help the student nightly.
This time, UM Housing did step in, and told
the resident Cuddy was no longer part of their
safety plan.
“At one point when I was an RA, I was so
stressed all the time from everything going on
around me,” Cuddy said. “I was having trauma
nightmares and panic attacks pretty regularly
— like, nightmares where I was stressed about
specific residents in my hall. And that was the
only time that anyone from UM Housing actually gave a shit enough to put their foot down

and be like, ‘Okay, something is wrong.’”
Cuddy said UM Housing gave a training to
RAs on self-care, which some RAs said felt ineffective. Many agreed RAs needed professional help to deal with their mental health.
Housing also covered dealing with suicidal
residents in more depth over winter training —
after Cuddy’s experience.
Cuddy said they were lucky to have their
own therapist in their year as an RA. But even
this resource didn’t help. By the time they’d
covered something in one session, much more
would have happened by the next. Cuddy said
they thought RAs should either have access
to free counseling sessions at Curry Health
Center, or be paid more.
“We’re fucking pissed,” Cuddy said. “I’m really close friends with most of the people I was
an RA with, and we’re all still mad about it.”
When RAs are struggling with mental
health, Nugent said UM Housing points them
to resources like Curry Health Center and the
Student Advocacy Resource Center.
He said UM Housing works with campus
partners like these to respond to difficult
situations RAs face. He added there have been
group counseling sessions from Curry Health
in the past, but those weren’t well-attended by
RAs.
Pro-staff — supervisors — are supposed to be
there to help RAs through difficult situations,
Nugent said. Ideally, Nugent said, if RAs need
extra time to fit counseling appointments into
their schedules, UM Housing can waive some
responsibilities on a short-term basis. But, he
said, there are only so many changes that can
be made.
“There’s also a conversation about, there’s
only so much adjustment we can make within
the students’ staff position, and ultimately,
students have to make a choice about how
involved they are on campus, because the RA
position is a significant student leadership
position and a significant time commitment,”
Nugent said.

The final straw
At the end of fall semester 2021, Crisp quit.
After he quit in a meeting with his supervisor, Crisp dropped a bomb: His resignation
letter, which he sent to anyone he thought
might listen.
He met with Nugent, whom Crisp said
tried to clarify the problems brought up in the
email. But his worry was that UM Housing
would try to discredit his concerns.
“The issues are known to everybody,” Crisp
said. “That email was not the first time somebody complained. It was just the first time
somebody had complained so loudly.”
According to Nugent, RAs have the chance
to meet with supervisors and provide feedback
regularly.
But while UM Housing takes feedback from
its RAs seriously, complaints may not be met
with immediate change, Nugent said.
“There’s a difference between immediate

Resident assistants often put encouraging messages on their residents’ doors or bathroom mirrors as a way
to boost the morale in the dorms. But being an RA also means taking on the role of consoling and providing
care for students through difficult situations.

changes we can make versus hearing the feedback and continuing to monitor it over the rest
of the semester, or the next couple months,
and then making changes for the next academic year, and how we might do things differently,” Nugent said. “Oftentimes, when students
and staff provide us feedback, there may not
be the immediate change that they’re hoping
for, because there are more dynamics at play
and impacts that we have to sort through and
figure out, but that is something that we take
very seriously.”
But the issues Crisp cited in his emailed
resignation and in interviews with the Kaimin
are ones RAs claim they’ve brought to UM
Housing for two years — from the potentially
traumatizing nature of training to the inaccessibility of therapy and pay issues.
Bowles, the ASUM senator who wrote the
resolution for RA protections after talking
with Crisp, said she’s glad he spoke up.
“I hope that this empowers RAs to realize
that they can make change,” Bowles said.
“They just have to speak out about it. They just
have to tell someone. That’s what ASUM is
here for.”
Bowles’ resolution passed the senate unanimously at its Jan. 26 meeting. “It makes me
happy it passed and I’m excited to go into the
next phase of it,” Bowles said.
She said that means meeting with the
appropriate offices to get the ball rolling on the
specifics of her resolution.
Despite all they endure, each RA the Kaimin spoke with said their jobs are important,
and the best part of it is the residents and their
fellow RAs.
In his emailed resignation, Crisp said he will
forever cherish the memories he made, and
the impact of his job.
“If Housing does try to discredit me, their
argument will just be justification for RAs’

Having parents who also worked as RAs, Ember
Cuddy knew they wanted to be an RA since
childhood. But after having their first days on the
job at Miller Hall, Cuddy started seeing the intensity
of working as an RA, which they said the training
process didn’t prepare them for.

pay, and then trying to turn it into, ‘Maybe we
just shouldn’t have RAs. Isn’t that what you’re
saying?’” Crisp said. “And to that, I’ve got a
pretty poetic response: How many lives have
they saved in their job, and has housing admin
saved in their job? Because I’ve saved two in
my job. I think that justifies my pay for one
semester of work.”

Additional reporting contributed by Austin Amestoy.
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Having worked in both Pantzer and Miller halls, Mason Niblack said he got to experience the good and
the bad of the RA position. Niblack said the only time he truly enjoyed his job was when he worked his
first semester as an RA on the third floor of Pantzer before the pandemic hit in spring 2020. For Niblack,
COVID-19 changed the dorm experience, forcing him and other RAs to become a policing force rather than
community leaders.

After concerns from past RAs surfaced, ASUM senators unanimously passed Senate Bill 61-21/22, which
calls on the University to clarify the role and job
descriptions of RAs, increase pay, decrease non-contracted work hours and provide reduced-cost or
free counseling at Curry Health Center, among other
recommendations.
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black said. “I have, because if they hadn’t done
that for me, I’d be a little worse off right now.”
Nugent, the director of residential education
and community standards, said UM Housing
tries to help RAs when they see situations like
Niblack’s.
“If we, as the housing staff, see signs with
students and staff that there might be an issue
with overcommitment, or not getting away
enough, or wellness, or whatever it may be,
we try to have a conversation and help and
connect to resources as much as we can,”
Nugent said.
Nugent added being an RA is a balancing
act and UM Housing tries to be up-front
about this. He said it’s a big commitment, and
interested students are encouraged to decide
whether they have the capacity for the job
before taking it.
Overall, Niblack said his experience as an
RA was one he’d repeat because it helped him
develop social skills with his residents. But
Niblack also said RAs regularly joked about
how little they were paid. Many find the job to
be more than what’s advertised. Niblack said
the free housing and meal plan wasn’t enough
to afford to live.
“[They’re] treating us almost like slaves,” Niblack said. “I know that sounds super extreme,
but it’s like they’re asking us to do so much for
the residents and halls to keep them running
on a community level and it’s not giving us
instant gratification back.”

Bearing witness
For Cole Read, a Helena native who was
one of the RAs for the gender-inclusive floor of
Miller Hall during the 2020-21 academic year,
the job was the only way he could afford UM.
“I was not going to be able to pay for my

Working as an RA in Miller Hall during the 2020-2021 academic year was the only way Cole Read could afford
attending UM, but his expectations for the job didn’t match the workload. RAs who spoke with the Kaimin
reported working as many as 68.75 hours in two weeks. They’re contracted for 40.
college otherwise, so I didn’t really have a
choice,” Read said.
Read said his expectations for the job didn’t
match the workload. The RA position is advertised on both UM Housing’s website and the
RA contract as 20 hours of work per week. Not
true, Read said. The position required RAs to
consistently work overtime. In fact, RAs who
spoke with the Kaimin reported working as
many as 68.75 hours in two weeks.
Another RA, who wished to remain anonymous, shared documentation of overtime
hours with the Kaimin. In one semester, this
source documented working 132 hours of
overtime. Of these overtime hours, they said
only 45.5 were paid, but did not provide further documentation.
RAs receive a meal plan and housing for
free, one of the biggest draws to the position
for many.
In addition, RAs receive a bi-weekly stipend, which varies depending on which dorm
each RA works in. The anonymous source,
who worked in Knowles Hall, made $48 every
two weeks, according to a bank’s checking
statement from Aug. 26, 2020. Dividing the $24
they earned weekly by the contracted number
of 20 hours means they were making $1.20 an
hour. The anonymous source said some RAs,
depending on where they live, make even
less than $48 for a stipend. Of course, UM
providing housing and food accounts for much
of an RAs’ living expenses and thus should be
included in their income. Still, many RAs felt
cheated out of compensation for their work.
Read said he didn’t get to put extra hours
on his time card unless he worked additional
desk shifts. He worked extra duty nights — 12hour shifts that only pay for a quarter of the
time an RA is on duty — as RAs got sick with
COVID-19, but said he didn’t get paid for them.
“It’s kind of hard to log your hours when

you get caught up talking to a resident,” Read
said. “And you also spend a lot of time doing
things in between things. I would say that altogether, even though I couldn’t put 15 minutes
here and 15 minutes there on my pay stub, it
definitely was a lot more than 20 hours a week.
There’s a lot that just kind of goes unnoticed.”
Nugent said UM Housing strives for RAs to
hit only the 20-hour-per-week goal set in their
contract.
“Honestly, most weeks it’s probably less
than that,” Nugent said.
Nugent added the RA position is not
intended to be an hourly position, nor are
RAs eligible for overtime pay. When RAs are
consistently working overtime, Nugent said
UM Housing tries to work with them to adjust
their schedule.
“The reality is the RA position is one of the
most autonomous student positions… And I
would say most days and weeks, the hourly
breakdown works in the RA’s favor,” Nugent
said. “Some weeks get busy and some on-call
nights are busy, and so some weeks are busier
than others, but we try to be aware of that
and adjust in the coming days and months if
a student staff member has had a particularly
busy on-call night or busy week.”

In the thick of it
Ember Cuddy, Read’s floor partner on Miller’s first floor, wanted to be an RA from the
moment they set foot on campus.
“I’ve wanted to be an RA ever since I was
a kid,” Cuddy said. “My mom was an RA at
MSU and I only ever heard good things about
it. I also can’t afford to go to college, so I’ve
been planning on being an RA since before my
freshman year at UM even started. When I got
to campus, I immediately made a connection

with my RA.”
But when it was time for Cuddy to start the
job, they realized right off the bat it wasn’t
what they’d expected. They said the training
process didn’t prepare them to do their job.
Nugent said RAs are trained in three
aspects of the job, specifically: conduct and
crisis response, operations and the residential
curriculum. He said during conduct and crisis
response, RAs are taught how to handle emergencies, and are encouraged to call UMPD.
But RAs are not trained on AEDs or CPR
in case of emergencies, according to Crisp.
Nugent confirmed this.
Throughout training, according to Nugent,
students go through case studies, round table
discussions and panels with returning RAs.
Then training culminates in a final day of
“Behind Closed Doors,” which consists of RAs
participating in role-play scenarios, acting out
different events they may encounter in the
dorms.
For Cuddy, this training process was not a
helpful one in preparing them for what they’d
face.
“They basically put you in vague trainings
where they give you an outline of what’s going
to happen,” Cuddy said. “And if you have any
sort of trauma or experience with that sort of
thing, it’s going to trigger you, and they’re like,
‘Sorry, you have to deal with it anyway.’ You’re
expected to just push through and handle it,
like a police officer would. Nine times out of
10, the thing you’re going to be told to do is call
the police.”
Crisp, too, said the Behind Closed Door
training was difficult, and there wasn’t really
an option to opt out. He added that training
was 10 days long and was unpaid.
Nugent said the training was part of the
RA contract’s terms. He added RAs receive
stipends for meals, since training takes place
before the Food Zoo and other campus dining
options are available.
“RAs who work both fall and spring also receive their room over winter break regardless
of whether they serve as a winter break RA
or not and room and board or a food stipend
during the short spring training,” Nugent said.
Even more than training, the real-life situations Cuddy handled affected them.
Cuddy dealt with alcohol possession,
students who refused to follow COVID-19
protocol and many students were depressed.
Cuddy had a vivid recollection of one suicidal
resident, and said there was a two-week period
where Cuddy had to help the student nightly.
This time, UM Housing did step in, and told
the resident Cuddy was no longer part of their
safety plan.
“At one point when I was an RA, I was so
stressed all the time from everything going on
around me,” Cuddy said. “I was having trauma
nightmares and panic attacks pretty regularly
— like, nightmares where I was stressed about
specific residents in my hall. And that was the
only time that anyone from UM Housing actually gave a shit enough to put their foot down

and be like, ‘Okay, something is wrong.’”
Cuddy said UM Housing gave a training to
RAs on self-care, which some RAs said felt ineffective. Many agreed RAs needed professional help to deal with their mental health.
Housing also covered dealing with suicidal
residents in more depth over winter training —
after Cuddy’s experience.
Cuddy said they were lucky to have their
own therapist in their year as an RA. But even
this resource didn’t help. By the time they’d
covered something in one session, much more
would have happened by the next. Cuddy said
they thought RAs should either have access
to free counseling sessions at Curry Health
Center, or be paid more.
“We’re fucking pissed,” Cuddy said. “I’m really close friends with most of the people I was
an RA with, and we’re all still mad about it.”
When RAs are struggling with mental
health, Nugent said UM Housing points them
to resources like Curry Health Center and the
Student Advocacy Resource Center.
He said UM Housing works with campus
partners like these to respond to difficult
situations RAs face. He added there have been
group counseling sessions from Curry Health
in the past, but those weren’t well-attended by
RAs.
Pro-staff — supervisors — are supposed to be
there to help RAs through difficult situations,
Nugent said. Ideally, Nugent said, if RAs need
extra time to fit counseling appointments into
their schedules, UM Housing can waive some
responsibilities on a short-term basis. But, he
said, there are only so many changes that can
be made.
“There’s also a conversation about, there’s
only so much adjustment we can make within
the students’ staff position, and ultimately,
students have to make a choice about how
involved they are on campus, because the RA
position is a significant student leadership
position and a significant time commitment,”
Nugent said.

The final straw
At the end of fall semester 2021, Crisp quit.
After he quit in a meeting with his supervisor, Crisp dropped a bomb: His resignation
letter, which he sent to anyone he thought
might listen.
He met with Nugent, whom Crisp said
tried to clarify the problems brought up in the
email. But his worry was that UM Housing
would try to discredit his concerns.
“The issues are known to everybody,” Crisp
said. “That email was not the first time somebody complained. It was just the first time
somebody had complained so loudly.”
According to Nugent, RAs have the chance
to meet with supervisors and provide feedback
regularly.
But while UM Housing takes feedback from
its RAs seriously, complaints may not be met
with immediate change, Nugent said.
“There’s a difference between immediate

Resident assistants often put encouraging messages on their residents’ doors or bathroom mirrors as a way
to boost the morale in the dorms. But being an RA also means taking on the role of consoling and providing
care for students through difficult situations.

changes we can make versus hearing the feedback and continuing to monitor it over the rest
of the semester, or the next couple months,
and then making changes for the next academic year, and how we might do things differently,” Nugent said. “Oftentimes, when students
and staff provide us feedback, there may not
be the immediate change that they’re hoping
for, because there are more dynamics at play
and impacts that we have to sort through and
figure out, but that is something that we take
very seriously.”
But the issues Crisp cited in his emailed
resignation and in interviews with the Kaimin
are ones RAs claim they’ve brought to UM
Housing for two years — from the potentially
traumatizing nature of training to the inaccessibility of therapy and pay issues.
Bowles, the ASUM senator who wrote the
resolution for RA protections after talking
with Crisp, said she’s glad he spoke up.
“I hope that this empowers RAs to realize
that they can make change,” Bowles said.
“They just have to speak out about it. They just
have to tell someone. That’s what ASUM is
here for.”
Bowles’ resolution passed the senate unanimously at its Jan. 26 meeting. “It makes me
happy it passed and I’m excited to go into the
next phase of it,” Bowles said.
She said that means meeting with the
appropriate offices to get the ball rolling on the
specifics of her resolution.
Despite all they endure, each RA the Kaimin spoke with said their jobs are important,
and the best part of it is the residents and their
fellow RAs.
In his emailed resignation, Crisp said he will
forever cherish the memories he made, and
the impact of his job.
“If Housing does try to discredit me, their
argument will just be justification for RAs’

Having parents who also worked as RAs, Ember
Cuddy knew they wanted to be an RA since
childhood. But after having their first days on the
job at Miller Hall, Cuddy started seeing the intensity
of working as an RA, which they said the training
process didn’t prepare them for.

pay, and then trying to turn it into, ‘Maybe we
just shouldn’t have RAs. Isn’t that what you’re
saying?’” Crisp said. “And to that, I’ve got a
pretty poetic response: How many lives have
they saved in their job, and has housing admin
saved in their job? Because I’ve saved two in
my job. I think that justifies my pay for one
semester of work.”

Additional reporting contributed by Austin Amestoy.
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Arts | A spin on exercise

Arts | Museum for Martians

‘Pole Fitness and Dance’ class empowers all types of UM students
NANCY BESTON
nb158522@umontana.umt.edu
Eight years ago, Gracie Niswanger discovered her gateway drug.
Her story began within a yoga studio at
the University of Montana. She quickly became addicted to the way she felt
expressing herself and moving her body.
Soon, she took movement classes, which
led to pole dancing.
Now, four years later, Niswanger owns
her own Missoula studio, “Pole Fiction.”
The studio has hosted over 500 clients,
including eight semesters’ worth of UM
students. For many, the one-credit UM
class Niswanger offers, “Pole Fitness and
Dance,” has brought joy, empowerment
and confidence.
“There is something about pole dancing
that really encourages you to see and feel
your body as something sexy. It helps you
embrace whatever your body looks like
as something powerful and beautiful, because no matter what you look like on the
outside, you can still achieve some pretty
remarkable things,” UM graduate Josh
Martelon said.
The UM class is offered twice a week
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, in a small
studio above the Freestone climbing gym.
Niswanger set up the course for students
who may have never seen a pole, let alone
used one.
The class begins with basic terminology,
pole grips, spins and moves. The curriculum then progresses to more challenging
movements when students feel ready.
“I was super embarrassed and anxious
at first,” UM business student Cameron
Dorey said. “I felt so welcomed. It didn’t
matter if I wasn’t good at it or screwed it
up, or I didn’t look the way I wanted to in
the mirror because I was supported and
trying my best.”
Niswanger adapts the course based on
what students need and want. For example, some students may have difficulty
with aerial work or going upside down.
She said she would never force students
to do anything they aren’t comfortable
with. Instead, she will have them participate from the floor or practice something
different.
Martelon said during the class he chose
to do things a little differently for his comfort. As a man, it isn’t comfortable for him
to straddle the pole. Niswanger worked
with him and helped him learn different
pole work while his classmates practiced
things he could not do.
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SpectrUM’s ‘Life on the Edge’ ponders extraterrestrial life
HALEY YARBOROUGH
haley.yarborough@umontana.edu

ABOVE: Gracie Niswanger, owner of Missoula’s Pole Fiction, has been teaching
pole dancing for almost two years. Her journey began with yoga, and has since
progressed from AcroYoga and aerial arts to pole dancing.
RIGHT: Niswanger hopes to create an environment of inclusivity through her
classes at Pole Fiction. The studio has welcomed over 500 clients, including
over eight semesters’ worth of University of Montana students.
RIDLEY HUDSON | MONTANA KAIMIN
Niswanger said many students would
struggle on their first days of her class,
but she’s noticed they usually begin to
gain confidence by the second week. One
of her favorite things about teaching pole
dancing is watching students do something they never thought they could do.
Niswanger said it’s her goal to make the
class inclusive to all people — she even has
an unofficial studio motto: “Humans as
the humans want to be seen in our space.”
For her, that includes sexuality, gender,
body type or background. Niswanger said
as long as clients are willing to try within
the class and respect their fellow dancers,
anyone is welcome.
And sometimes, students are given
much more than respect — they are given
a community, Niswanger said.
Mia McKinney, a women’s gender and

sexualities major, said one of her favorite
memories of the class was the time she
first tried a difficult position without assistance and was met with an unexpected
reaction.
“Everyone was doing their own things,
but then I finally got it and I was like
‘whoa’ and everyone was like ‘oh my god’
and cheered me on. It was just so cute,
and I loved the community we were able
to build,” McKinney said.
This strong sense of community isn’t
rare within the pole world. In the Great
Depression era, strippers began to create
pole dancing as a new form of expression
in their community. Though it was once
linked to sex work, it has now moved
beyond and into the world of fitness.
Niswanger frequently credits everything
about modern pole fitness to sex workers

and strippers, McKinney said.
“If you have touched a pole, you need to
thank a stripper,” Niswanger said.
For students who are interested in taking the UM pole class but wary about the
commitment of an entire semester, Pole
Fiction also offers a single beginner class
for $18.
“I would say just go for one class because, like, the worst that’s gonna happen
is you feel super awkward, but you learn
something from that anyway,” Dorey said.
“It’s not like I walked in all confident — it
was super awkward — but there’s so many
different people of all shapes and sizes
and it’s not like this one, little standard
you’re supposed to be. I think everyone’s
welcome there and they make that really
clear and obvious.”

The small, six-wheeled rover inched
across the barren surface of an exhibit
resembling the Atacama Desert, pausing
briefly to pretend to scan the floor before
continuing its programmed journey. This
unnamed rover, like NASA’s Mars rover
Perseverance, was searching for microfossils —
 evidence of ancient life — only seen
under a microscope.
“The best allegory we have for looking
for life in faraway places is looking for life
far in the past,” said Evan Rock, the science
education program coordinator for the University of Montana’s hands-on kid’s science
center SpectrUM.
Rock is part of the team that put together SpectrUM’s new interactive traveling
exhibit, “Life on the Edge.” The Exhibit
uses Earth’s extremophiles — tiny organisms that thrive in extreme conditions as
a way to explore the possibility of life in
our solar system and beyond. Thanks to a
$1.25 million five-year NASA grant funded
by Cornell University, in partnership with
the University of Montana’s SpectrUM and
the Harvard College Observatory, “Life On
The Edge” features exhibits visitors can
program, build, rotate and observe through
microscopes.
Rock, who graduated from Carleton College in Maine with a bachelor’s in geology,
said one of the most informative parts of
the exhibit features the oldest living fossils
on Earth: stromatolites. These fossils, which
date back to more than three billion years
ago, are layered sedimentary formations
created by photosynthetic organisms that
colonize, grow and eventually fossilize to
form mineral “microbial mats.”
Since stromatolites are considered the
first evidence of life on Earth, they’d likely
be the first biosignatures to look for in
Martian rock samples, according to NASA.
Granted, ancient fossils aren’t the only tools
that can be used to find extraterrestrial life.
Sometimes it’s light.
“Light Reveals,” an exhibit featuring a
kinetic model of a nondescript solar system
uses the concept of transit — when a planet
passes between a star and its observer — to
determine whether an exoplanet could
harbor life.
As a planet transits, the light goes
through its atmosphere and that light can
be analyzed to determine what kind of
elements influenced the separation of light
into different colors. According to Nicholos

Wethington, SpectrUM’s associate director,
elements such as nitrogen and oxygen,
which make up approximately 99% of
Earth’s atmosphere, could indicate extraterrestrial life. Whether those lifeforms are
intelligent is a whole different question.
“Whether life beyond Earth is going to
be sentient, we don’t know,” Wethington
said. “If you ask whether there’s intelligent
life or just life, I think there are probably
planets full of microorganisms somewhere
out there.”
Wethington, who graduated from Iowa
State University with a bachelor’s in
English literature, but has since fostered
his interest in astronomy through organizations like the Western Montana Astronomical Association, said the exhibit “Life in
Layers” is an example of microbial life that
could live on other planets.
The exhibit features Winogradsky columns — essentially large tubes used for culturing bacteria. These columns are packed
with photosynthetic and sulfate-consuming
microorganisms collected from Ithaca,
New York, and Washington. Viewers can
see these microbes up close under a video
microscope.
Along with collaborating with microbiologists, astrophysicists, geologists and astronomers, the exhibit features the insight
of rabbis, artists and extreme mountain
climbers on ancient and extraterrestrial life.
There’s even a panel dedicated to wildlife
biologist and UM alumni Stephanie Gillin.
Gillin, who worked as a wildlife biologist for the Salish and Kootenai Tribes for
approximately 20 years, is a member of
SpectrUM’s advisory group, SciNation on
the Flathead Reservation. She said SciNation’s work revolves around mixing culture
with science, and just as with to looking for
extraterrestrial life looks to the past to learn
about the present.
While Gillin mostly teaches about wildlife, like the frogs and snakes she used to
catch around her home on the Flathead
Reservation, she said understanding biology is the key to understanding life, terrestrial or extraterrestrial. In a way, she said her
background in science helps her consider
the big question: Does she believe there’s
life beyond Earth?
“It’s one of the big things I teach with
wildlife and with kids,” Gillin said. “Just
because you can’t see something, doesn’t
mean it’s not there.”
“Life on the Edge” is open Tuesday
through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
on the second floor of the Missoula Public
Library through April 20. Admission is free.

The Life on Edge Exhibit at the Missoula Public Library displays both interactive and observational pieces
as a way to explore the possibility of life in our solar system and beyond. The exhibit was funded by a $1.25
million five-year NASA grant from Cornell University in partnership with the Harvard College Observatory
and the University of Montana’s SpectrUM. RIDLEY HUDSON | MONTANA KAIMIN
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‘Pole Fitness and Dance’ class empowers all types of UM students
NANCY BESTON
nb158522@umontana.umt.edu
Eight years ago, Gracie Niswanger discovered her gateway drug.
Her story began within a yoga studio at
the University of Montana. She quickly became addicted to the way she felt
expressing herself and moving her body.
Soon, she took movement classes, which
led to pole dancing.
Now, four years later, Niswanger owns
her own Missoula studio, “Pole Fiction.”
The studio has hosted over 500 clients,
including eight semesters’ worth of UM
students. For many, the one-credit UM
class Niswanger offers, “Pole Fitness and
Dance,” has brought joy, empowerment
and confidence.
“There is something about pole dancing
that really encourages you to see and feel
your body as something sexy. It helps you
embrace whatever your body looks like
as something powerful and beautiful, because no matter what you look like on the
outside, you can still achieve some pretty
remarkable things,” UM graduate Josh
Martelon said.
The UM class is offered twice a week
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, in a small
studio above the Freestone climbing gym.
Niswanger set up the course for students
who may have never seen a pole, let alone
used one.
The class begins with basic terminology,
pole grips, spins and moves. The curriculum then progresses to more challenging
movements when students feel ready.
“I was super embarrassed and anxious
at first,” UM business student Cameron
Dorey said. “I felt so welcomed. It didn’t
matter if I wasn’t good at it or screwed it
up, or I didn’t look the way I wanted to in
the mirror because I was supported and
trying my best.”
Niswanger adapts the course based on
what students need and want. For example, some students may have difficulty
with aerial work or going upside down.
She said she would never force students
to do anything they aren’t comfortable
with. Instead, she will have them participate from the floor or practice something
different.
Martelon said during the class he chose
to do things a little differently for his comfort. As a man, it isn’t comfortable for him
to straddle the pole. Niswanger worked
with him and helped him learn different
pole work while his classmates practiced
things he could not do.
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SpectrUM’s ‘Life on the Edge’ ponders extraterrestrial life
HALEY YARBOROUGH
haley.yarborough@umontana.edu

ABOVE: Gracie Niswanger, owner of Missoula’s Pole Fiction, has been teaching
pole dancing for almost two years. Her journey began with yoga, and has since
progressed from AcroYoga and aerial arts to pole dancing.
RIGHT: Niswanger hopes to create an environment of inclusivity through her
classes at Pole Fiction. The studio has welcomed over 500 clients, including
over eight semesters’ worth of University of Montana students.
RIDLEY HUDSON | MONTANA KAIMIN
Niswanger said many students would
struggle on their first days of her class,
but she’s noticed they usually begin to
gain confidence by the second week. One
of her favorite things about teaching pole
dancing is watching students do something they never thought they could do.
Niswanger said it’s her goal to make the
class inclusive to all people — she even has
an unofficial studio motto: “Humans as
the humans want to be seen in our space.”
For her, that includes sexuality, gender,
body type or background. Niswanger said
as long as clients are willing to try within
the class and respect their fellow dancers,
anyone is welcome.
And sometimes, students are given
much more than respect — they are given
a community, Niswanger said.
Mia McKinney, a women’s gender and

sexualities major, said one of her favorite
memories of the class was the time she
first tried a difficult position without assistance and was met with an unexpected
reaction.
“Everyone was doing their own things,
but then I finally got it and I was like
‘whoa’ and everyone was like ‘oh my god’
and cheered me on. It was just so cute,
and I loved the community we were able
to build,” McKinney said.
This strong sense of community isn’t
rare within the pole world. In the Great
Depression era, strippers began to create
pole dancing as a new form of expression
in their community. Though it was once
linked to sex work, it has now moved
beyond and into the world of fitness.
Niswanger frequently credits everything
about modern pole fitness to sex workers

and strippers, McKinney said.
“If you have touched a pole, you need to
thank a stripper,” Niswanger said.
For students who are interested in taking the UM pole class but wary about the
commitment of an entire semester, Pole
Fiction also offers a single beginner class
for $18.
“I would say just go for one class because, like, the worst that’s gonna happen
is you feel super awkward, but you learn
something from that anyway,” Dorey said.
“It’s not like I walked in all confident — it
was super awkward — but there’s so many
different people of all shapes and sizes
and it’s not like this one, little standard
you’re supposed to be. I think everyone’s
welcome there and they make that really
clear and obvious.”

The small, six-wheeled rover inched
across the barren surface of an exhibit
resembling the Atacama Desert, pausing
briefly to pretend to scan the floor before
continuing its programmed journey. This
unnamed rover, like NASA’s Mars rover
Perseverance, was searching for microfossils —
 evidence of ancient life — only seen
under a microscope.
“The best allegory we have for looking
for life in faraway places is looking for life
far in the past,” said Evan Rock, the science
education program coordinator for the University of Montana’s hands-on kid’s science
center SpectrUM.
Rock is part of the team that put together SpectrUM’s new interactive traveling
exhibit, “Life on the Edge.” The Exhibit
uses Earth’s extremophiles — tiny organisms that thrive in extreme conditions as
a way to explore the possibility of life in
our solar system and beyond. Thanks to a
$1.25 million five-year NASA grant funded
by Cornell University, in partnership with
the University of Montana’s SpectrUM and
the Harvard College Observatory, “Life On
The Edge” features exhibits visitors can
program, build, rotate and observe through
microscopes.
Rock, who graduated from Carleton College in Maine with a bachelor’s in geology,
said one of the most informative parts of
the exhibit features the oldest living fossils
on Earth: stromatolites. These fossils, which
date back to more than three billion years
ago, are layered sedimentary formations
created by photosynthetic organisms that
colonize, grow and eventually fossilize to
form mineral “microbial mats.”
Since stromatolites are considered the
first evidence of life on Earth, they’d likely
be the first biosignatures to look for in
Martian rock samples, according to NASA.
Granted, ancient fossils aren’t the only tools
that can be used to find extraterrestrial life.
Sometimes it’s light.
“Light Reveals,” an exhibit featuring a
kinetic model of a nondescript solar system
uses the concept of transit — when a planet
passes between a star and its observer — to
determine whether an exoplanet could
harbor life.
As a planet transits, the light goes
through its atmosphere and that light can
be analyzed to determine what kind of
elements influenced the separation of light
into different colors. According to Nicholos

Wethington, SpectrUM’s associate director,
elements such as nitrogen and oxygen,
which make up approximately 99% of
Earth’s atmosphere, could indicate extraterrestrial life. Whether those lifeforms are
intelligent is a whole different question.
“Whether life beyond Earth is going to
be sentient, we don’t know,” Wethington
said. “If you ask whether there’s intelligent
life or just life, I think there are probably
planets full of microorganisms somewhere
out there.”
Wethington, who graduated from Iowa
State University with a bachelor’s in
English literature, but has since fostered
his interest in astronomy through organizations like the Western Montana Astronomical Association, said the exhibit “Life in
Layers” is an example of microbial life that
could live on other planets.
The exhibit features Winogradsky columns — essentially large tubes used for culturing bacteria. These columns are packed
with photosynthetic and sulfate-consuming
microorganisms collected from Ithaca,
New York, and Washington. Viewers can
see these microbes up close under a video
microscope.
Along with collaborating with microbiologists, astrophysicists, geologists and astronomers, the exhibit features the insight
of rabbis, artists and extreme mountain
climbers on ancient and extraterrestrial life.
There’s even a panel dedicated to wildlife
biologist and UM alumni Stephanie Gillin.
Gillin, who worked as a wildlife biologist for the Salish and Kootenai Tribes for
approximately 20 years, is a member of
SpectrUM’s advisory group, SciNation on
the Flathead Reservation. She said SciNation’s work revolves around mixing culture
with science, and just as with to looking for
extraterrestrial life looks to the past to learn
about the present.
While Gillin mostly teaches about wildlife, like the frogs and snakes she used to
catch around her home on the Flathead
Reservation, she said understanding biology is the key to understanding life, terrestrial or extraterrestrial. In a way, she said her
background in science helps her consider
the big question: Does she believe there’s
life beyond Earth?
“It’s one of the big things I teach with
wildlife and with kids,” Gillin said. “Just
because you can’t see something, doesn’t
mean it’s not there.”
“Life on the Edge” is open Tuesday
through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
on the second floor of the Missoula Public
Library through April 20. Admission is free.

The Life on Edge Exhibit at the Missoula Public Library displays both interactive and observational pieces
as a way to explore the possibility of life in our solar system and beyond. The exhibit was funded by a $1.25
million five-year NASA grant from Cornell University in partnership with the Harvard College Observatory
and the University of Montana’s SpectrUM. RIDLEY HUDSON | MONTANA KAIMIN
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Former Team USA athlete teaches boxing to help local youth

ASA THOMAS METCALFE
asa.metcalfe@umconnect.umt.edu

The adults at the Missoula Championship
Boxing club watch the fights like a lesson,
while the kids mostly socialize. On Jan. 22 in
particular, young adults huddled over their
phones and discussed juvenile matters while
a TV in the center of the room broadcast the
Russell Jr. vs Magsayo fight from a Showtime
live stream.
Despite the difference in attention, it’s
the kids who come here to learn to fight. In
between the televised bouts, they don safety
gear and gather to spar. Under the guidance
of Coach Duran Caferro Jr., a former Team
USA Boxer from Helena, they match up and
practice their skills against each other.
“It’s a Saturday night and these teenagers
are here,” Caferro Jr. said. “They chose to be
here. They have a sense of belonging to one
another.”
It’s like any other gathering of middle-school kids. The room echoes with the
din of child voices excited about something,
or everything. But these kids stand different.
Straight-backed, equal weight on each foot.
“I just turned the key,” Caferro Jr. said.
“These kids are fighters. They fight every
day. But putting them in the ring, putting
them into a context where they’re honored
for that. Totally different.”
Some of the kids Caferro Jr. works with
come from trouble. They get in trouble for
fighting at school or they get bullied. They
are kids, he feels, who aren’t catered to by
other after-school programs.
“This is for them. It’s for the outcasts,”
Caferro Jr. said.
The program started a little over a year
ago in response to the growing distance
Caferro Jr. saw between students at the
local schools. Caferro Jr., who is Northern
Cheyenne, works for the school district as a
counselor for Native American students, but
he sees kids of all backgrounds struggling.
“You don’t know how long these kids go
without someone saying their name or saying ‘hi’ to them,” Caferro Jr. said. “I say ‘hi’ to
everyone.”
He began coaching boxing to at the Missoula Boxing Club, but split off on his own
to design a more inclusive after-school type
program, which would allow him to work
with more kids in need. Some of his students followed from the Boxing Club, but the
program quickly expanded from 14 students
to more than 40.
Caferro Jr. works with volunteers, some
of whom are parents, to train the kids for
national championships. On Feb. 2 the club
will be sending seven fighters to compete in
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Milo Benn’s UM tennis career inspired by the cello
MAX DUPRAS
max.dupras@umconnect.umt.edu

LEFT: Keegan Martell, left, takes a jab delivered by Ny’syre Dickson, right, while sparring during a Missoula Championship Boxing club youth practice session on Jan.
22. The youth program started over a year ago by coach Duran Caferro Jr. as a way to help students who are struggling in school.
RIGHT: Duran Caferro Jr., a former Team USA boxer from Helena, coaches the Championship Boxing Missoula team working with volunteers to train kids for national
boxing championships. His team often fights nationally and some of his fighters have won medals in the Junior Olympics. NATE SANCHEZ | MONTANA KAIMIN
the National Silver Gloves competition in
Missouri.
Joshua James Brittain is a trained kickboxer and a former instructor from Sakura
Warrior Arts. He and his wife, Anna-Marie,
who is also a trained kickboxer, sought out
Caferro Jr. to take boxing classes, but when
they learned about his youth program they
couldn’t resist the chance to get involved.
“We see these kids becoming something
more than what they were when they first
started,” Joshua Brittain said. “Some of these
kids were kind of shy, kind of introverted.
But now they’re coming out. You know,
they’re good. They’re fighting, they’re seeing
what they’re made of. And they’re challenging themselves.”
Championship Boxing started practicing
in a field at the end of Reserve Street, but
before long, the group got an offer for a room
in a nearby building. A derelict elementary school left empty when the occupants
moved over to Jeanette Rankin Elementary.
They practiced there until a bigger space
was offered in the same building.
“There were about 1000 tables, chairs,
desks, garbage, books,” Caferro Jr. said. “It
seemed like they all left in a hurry.”
The room and most of the boxing equipment was donated or is being borrowed.
When a grant was awarded they used the
money to order a boxing ring, which is cur-

rently being built.
Anna-Marie, who runs the group’s PR and
social media, said she gets weekly requests
from parents trying to get their kids involved. Some of them come with hesitancy,
but with time they see the benefits.
“They’re proud within the first couple of
weeks because they see a change in their
kids’ behavior,” Anna-Marie Brittain said.
“I mean, some of these kids are bottling up
their emotions so much that their parents
just got really worried about them.”
Caferro Jr. said he designed the program
on proven educational and behavioral rehabilitation tactics. He uses the same theories
that power his Native American Life Skills
program.
Keegan Martell, covered in a gray
sweatsuit and slinked between two chairs,
asked Caferro Jr. about pro-boxers. Caferro
Jr. knows some of them from past fights,
or from Team USA. He told Martell stories
about the boxers, not just as athletes but
as people, kind and intelligent people with
social consciousness and life goals.
Martell, a 12-year-old student from C.S.
Porter Middle School, has been boxing with
Caferro Jr. for just over a year.
“I learned to be a good person in and
outside of the room, and to not use my
power for bad.” Martell said. “I got in fights
at school because I just didn’t know what

to do with my energy. And then I started
boxing and didn’t fight anymore because I
could actually fight for good instead of just
hurting people. Now I don’t fight anybody at
school ever.”
Martell will be one of the seven boxers
competing in Missouri in February.
“Martell lost last year in the regionals,”
Caferro Jr. said. “Then he fought in a match
bout and it was a different story. It was pretty darn close. So in five months, he’s grown
quite a bit. That was because of that loss.
That lit a fire.”
Caferro Jr. and the other trainers have
been working with Martell to be ready to
compete in this and other future national
championships.
“That’s what the goal is, to win a national
championship, to make a national team, to
represent our country in the Olympics, and
to be a champion of your community, to be a
champion for your families,” Caferro Jr. said.
This school gym-turned-training-gym is
a patter of athletic shoes. Kids play tag and
catch. The spaces between them are a volley
of multi-colored tennis balls. They look like
any other gathering of middle schoolers. But
unlike most middle schoolers, these kids are
a nationally ranked youth boxing team.
“It might not look very organized,” Caferro
Jr. said. “My idea of chaos is a little different
than other people’s.”

Milo Benn’s love for tennis brought him to
the University of Montana, but his passion for
cello kept him playing through it all.
“I’ve got four siblings and you know, we all
grew up playing at least two instruments,” the
Wellington, New Zealand native said. “My
parents didn’t play instruments and they kind
of wanted, it was something that they regretted not doing and they really wanted us to go
out and I fell in love with it immediately.”
Benn grew up in a family of dedicated athletes made up of five kids, including himself,
all of whom are or were in academia. His
older brother is in accounting for a tech company while his other siblings are also doing
post-secondary education.
Benn’s younger brother plays college tennis
for the University of Nevada in Reno, and he
plays viola. His sisters play the clarinet, the
saxophone and the cello. One of his sisters
also attends the University of Brighton in the
United Kingdom.
His parents didn’t play instruments as children, but their passion for seeing their kids
succeed helped push the kids into extracurriculars. The love of music translated over to
Benn’s passion for sports.
With multiple Division I offers, a last-minute deal caused Benn to ditch offers from
the University of Northern Colorado and the
University of Nebraska-Omaha to come all
the way to Montana.
“I actually got the call from Montana very
late and it was the best deal by far,” Benn
said. “Jason, my coach, called me from his
lake house in Flathead. And I just thought
he was such a nice guy. He really hit home,
like you know, about having a great college
experience aside from tennis.”
Jason Brown has coached Grizzly men’s
tennis for five seasons, winning Big Sky Conference Coach of the Year in his first season
on the job.
“[Benn] had already signed with another
school. And, I’m not exactly sure the details,
but it wasn’t gonna work out for him to go
there,” Brown said.
Benn has played nearly his entire college
career at the University of Montana with an
extensive record in both singles and doubles.
In addition to winning the Peak Fall Championship in doubles and singles, Benn is 33-30
in all singles matches and 25-22 up to fall of
2021.
His overall record in both forms is above
.500 and he is looking to keep up the success
into spring of 2022.

“I absolutely loved, you know, to be able to
continue playing at a competitive level with
college tennis, it has been incredible,” Benn
said. “Especially in such a beautiful place like
Montana you know, it’s better than I could’ve
ever hoped for.”
Benn’s journey to the United States started
with a double major in cello and law at a
university in New Zealand.
“I got about two and a half months and
then I realized this is, you know, this is kind
of too much,” Benn said. “I realized that the
combination of the two degrees, I didn’t want
to give up either of them.”
Benn is one of a few other foreign teammates who have bonded throughout the
years. Even during the COVID-19 pandemic,
the crew has come together.
“A lot of them have gone a year plus without seeing their families and it bonded them
together, made them closer and more like a
brotherhood,” Brown said.
New Zealand has had strict COVID-19
regulations through the pandemic, with its
highest total case count in a day being right
around 250. Missoula County alone accounted for 647 cases by on Jan. 28.
“I haven’t actually been home since COVID
hit. So obviously, with New Zealand having
such strict lockdowns and entry laws and so
on, I haven’t seen my parents or anything for
almost two years,” Benn said.
Benn hasn’t been completely alone, though.
His doubles partner this season, Pontus
Hallgren, is from Stockholm, Sweden, and
their friendship as international athletes
has helped keep them focused through their
tennis careers.
“He’s a really, really talented musician as
well. He’s a great singer. He plays, I think he
plays the piano as well,” Benn said. “That’s
what I know of. I’m sure he’s in other things,
but you know, he’s an incredible singer.”
Benn hasn’t been a practicing cellist for
some time now with school and tennis being
his main focus.
“You do need time, that’s been one of the
biggest sort of things about not being able to
play as much as, when you’re juggling school
and tennis. It’s really hard to find time for a
thing like music as much as I’d love to play,”
Benn said.
With one semester of college to go, Benn
has worked to continue his dream of playing
tennis.
The spring tennis schedule started with
a two-game win streak over Air Force and
Eastern Washington. Benn and the men’s tennis team will go to Idaho on Feb. 4 to take on
Boise State University and Seattle University.

UM senior tennis player Milo Benn pictured at the PEAK racquet club in Missoula. He has been playing tennis since he was 11 and the cello since he was 7. Both continue to be a focus in his life, but the college tennis
lifestyle means cello has taken a backseat. RIDLEY HUDSON | MONTANA KAIMIN
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Former Team USA athlete teaches boxing to help local youth

ASA THOMAS METCALFE
asa.metcalfe@umconnect.umt.edu

The adults at the Missoula Championship
Boxing club watch the fights like a lesson,
while the kids mostly socialize. On Jan. 22 in
particular, young adults huddled over their
phones and discussed juvenile matters while
a TV in the center of the room broadcast the
Russell Jr. vs Magsayo fight from a Showtime
live stream.
Despite the difference in attention, it’s
the kids who come here to learn to fight. In
between the televised bouts, they don safety
gear and gather to spar. Under the guidance
of Coach Duran Caferro Jr., a former Team
USA Boxer from Helena, they match up and
practice their skills against each other.
“It’s a Saturday night and these teenagers
are here,” Caferro Jr. said. “They chose to be
here. They have a sense of belonging to one
another.”
It’s like any other gathering of middle-school kids. The room echoes with the
din of child voices excited about something,
or everything. But these kids stand different.
Straight-backed, equal weight on each foot.
“I just turned the key,” Caferro Jr. said.
“These kids are fighters. They fight every
day. But putting them in the ring, putting
them into a context where they’re honored
for that. Totally different.”
Some of the kids Caferro Jr. works with
come from trouble. They get in trouble for
fighting at school or they get bullied. They
are kids, he feels, who aren’t catered to by
other after-school programs.
“This is for them. It’s for the outcasts,”
Caferro Jr. said.
The program started a little over a year
ago in response to the growing distance
Caferro Jr. saw between students at the
local schools. Caferro Jr., who is Northern
Cheyenne, works for the school district as a
counselor for Native American students, but
he sees kids of all backgrounds struggling.
“You don’t know how long these kids go
without someone saying their name or saying ‘hi’ to them,” Caferro Jr. said. “I say ‘hi’ to
everyone.”
He began coaching boxing to at the Missoula Boxing Club, but split off on his own
to design a more inclusive after-school type
program, which would allow him to work
with more kids in need. Some of his students followed from the Boxing Club, but the
program quickly expanded from 14 students
to more than 40.
Caferro Jr. works with volunteers, some
of whom are parents, to train the kids for
national championships. On Feb. 2 the club
will be sending seven fighters to compete in
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LEFT: Keegan Martell, left, takes a jab delivered by Ny’syre Dickson, right, while sparring during a Missoula Championship Boxing club youth practice session on Jan.
22. The youth program started over a year ago by coach Duran Caferro Jr. as a way to help students who are struggling in school.
RIGHT: Duran Caferro Jr., a former Team USA boxer from Helena, coaches the Championship Boxing Missoula team working with volunteers to train kids for national
boxing championships. His team often fights nationally and some of his fighters have won medals in the Junior Olympics. NATE SANCHEZ | MONTANA KAIMIN
the National Silver Gloves competition in
Missouri.
Joshua James Brittain is a trained kickboxer and a former instructor from Sakura
Warrior Arts. He and his wife, Anna-Marie,
who is also a trained kickboxer, sought out
Caferro Jr. to take boxing classes, but when
they learned about his youth program they
couldn’t resist the chance to get involved.
“We see these kids becoming something
more than what they were when they first
started,” Joshua Brittain said. “Some of these
kids were kind of shy, kind of introverted.
But now they’re coming out. You know,
they’re good. They’re fighting, they’re seeing
what they’re made of. And they’re challenging themselves.”
Championship Boxing started practicing
in a field at the end of Reserve Street, but
before long, the group got an offer for a room
in a nearby building. A derelict elementary school left empty when the occupants
moved over to Jeanette Rankin Elementary.
They practiced there until a bigger space
was offered in the same building.
“There were about 1000 tables, chairs,
desks, garbage, books,” Caferro Jr. said. “It
seemed like they all left in a hurry.”
The room and most of the boxing equipment was donated or is being borrowed.
When a grant was awarded they used the
money to order a boxing ring, which is cur-

rently being built.
Anna-Marie, who runs the group’s PR and
social media, said she gets weekly requests
from parents trying to get their kids involved. Some of them come with hesitancy,
but with time they see the benefits.
“They’re proud within the first couple of
weeks because they see a change in their
kids’ behavior,” Anna-Marie Brittain said.
“I mean, some of these kids are bottling up
their emotions so much that their parents
just got really worried about them.”
Caferro Jr. said he designed the program
on proven educational and behavioral rehabilitation tactics. He uses the same theories
that power his Native American Life Skills
program.
Keegan Martell, covered in a gray
sweatsuit and slinked between two chairs,
asked Caferro Jr. about pro-boxers. Caferro
Jr. knows some of them from past fights,
or from Team USA. He told Martell stories
about the boxers, not just as athletes but
as people, kind and intelligent people with
social consciousness and life goals.
Martell, a 12-year-old student from C.S.
Porter Middle School, has been boxing with
Caferro Jr. for just over a year.
“I learned to be a good person in and
outside of the room, and to not use my
power for bad.” Martell said. “I got in fights
at school because I just didn’t know what

to do with my energy. And then I started
boxing and didn’t fight anymore because I
could actually fight for good instead of just
hurting people. Now I don’t fight anybody at
school ever.”
Martell will be one of the seven boxers
competing in Missouri in February.
“Martell lost last year in the regionals,”
Caferro Jr. said. “Then he fought in a match
bout and it was a different story. It was pretty darn close. So in five months, he’s grown
quite a bit. That was because of that loss.
That lit a fire.”
Caferro Jr. and the other trainers have
been working with Martell to be ready to
compete in this and other future national
championships.
“That’s what the goal is, to win a national
championship, to make a national team, to
represent our country in the Olympics, and
to be a champion of your community, to be a
champion for your families,” Caferro Jr. said.
This school gym-turned-training-gym is
a patter of athletic shoes. Kids play tag and
catch. The spaces between them are a volley
of multi-colored tennis balls. They look like
any other gathering of middle schoolers. But
unlike most middle schoolers, these kids are
a nationally ranked youth boxing team.
“It might not look very organized,” Caferro
Jr. said. “My idea of chaos is a little different
than other people’s.”

Milo Benn’s love for tennis brought him to
the University of Montana, but his passion for
cello kept him playing through it all.
“I’ve got four siblings and you know, we all
grew up playing at least two instruments,” the
Wellington, New Zealand native said. “My
parents didn’t play instruments and they kind
of wanted, it was something that they regretted not doing and they really wanted us to go
out and I fell in love with it immediately.”
Benn grew up in a family of dedicated athletes made up of five kids, including himself,
all of whom are or were in academia. His
older brother is in accounting for a tech company while his other siblings are also doing
post-secondary education.
Benn’s younger brother plays college tennis
for the University of Nevada in Reno, and he
plays viola. His sisters play the clarinet, the
saxophone and the cello. One of his sisters
also attends the University of Brighton in the
United Kingdom.
His parents didn’t play instruments as children, but their passion for seeing their kids
succeed helped push the kids into extracurriculars. The love of music translated over to
Benn’s passion for sports.
With multiple Division I offers, a last-minute deal caused Benn to ditch offers from
the University of Northern Colorado and the
University of Nebraska-Omaha to come all
the way to Montana.
“I actually got the call from Montana very
late and it was the best deal by far,” Benn
said. “Jason, my coach, called me from his
lake house in Flathead. And I just thought
he was such a nice guy. He really hit home,
like you know, about having a great college
experience aside from tennis.”
Jason Brown has coached Grizzly men’s
tennis for five seasons, winning Big Sky Conference Coach of the Year in his first season
on the job.
“[Benn] had already signed with another
school. And, I’m not exactly sure the details,
but it wasn’t gonna work out for him to go
there,” Brown said.
Benn has played nearly his entire college
career at the University of Montana with an
extensive record in both singles and doubles.
In addition to winning the Peak Fall Championship in doubles and singles, Benn is 33-30
in all singles matches and 25-22 up to fall of
2021.
His overall record in both forms is above
.500 and he is looking to keep up the success
into spring of 2022.

“I absolutely loved, you know, to be able to
continue playing at a competitive level with
college tennis, it has been incredible,” Benn
said. “Especially in such a beautiful place like
Montana you know, it’s better than I could’ve
ever hoped for.”
Benn’s journey to the United States started
with a double major in cello and law at a
university in New Zealand.
“I got about two and a half months and
then I realized this is, you know, this is kind
of too much,” Benn said. “I realized that the
combination of the two degrees, I didn’t want
to give up either of them.”
Benn is one of a few other foreign teammates who have bonded throughout the
years. Even during the COVID-19 pandemic,
the crew has come together.
“A lot of them have gone a year plus without seeing their families and it bonded them
together, made them closer and more like a
brotherhood,” Brown said.
New Zealand has had strict COVID-19
regulations through the pandemic, with its
highest total case count in a day being right
around 250. Missoula County alone accounted for 647 cases by on Jan. 28.
“I haven’t actually been home since COVID
hit. So obviously, with New Zealand having
such strict lockdowns and entry laws and so
on, I haven’t seen my parents or anything for
almost two years,” Benn said.
Benn hasn’t been completely alone, though.
His doubles partner this season, Pontus
Hallgren, is from Stockholm, Sweden, and
their friendship as international athletes
has helped keep them focused through their
tennis careers.
“He’s a really, really talented musician as
well. He’s a great singer. He plays, I think he
plays the piano as well,” Benn said. “That’s
what I know of. I’m sure he’s in other things,
but you know, he’s an incredible singer.”
Benn hasn’t been a practicing cellist for
some time now with school and tennis being
his main focus.
“You do need time, that’s been one of the
biggest sort of things about not being able to
play as much as, when you’re juggling school
and tennis. It’s really hard to find time for a
thing like music as much as I’d love to play,”
Benn said.
With one semester of college to go, Benn
has worked to continue his dream of playing
tennis.
The spring tennis schedule started with
a two-game win streak over Air Force and
Eastern Washington. Benn and the men’s tennis team will go to Idaho on Feb. 4 to take on
Boise State University and Seattle University.

UM senior tennis player Milo Benn pictured at the PEAK racquet club in Missoula. He has been playing tennis since he was 11 and the cello since he was 7. Both continue to be a focus in his life, but the college tennis
lifestyle means cello has taken a backseat. RIDLEY HUDSON | MONTANA KAIMIN
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Gallery | ‘Ice, ice, baby’

Grizzlies take it to the ice
WORDS AND PHOTOS BY ASTON KINSELLA
aston.kinsella@umontana.edu
The Office of Fraternity and Sorority
Involvement partnered with University
Campus Advocates for last week’s “Snow
Games on the Oval” on Jan. 25. The event
was an opportunity for campus students to
join host groups for winter activities on the
Oval from 3 to 5 p.m.
The Game Den in the University Center
supplied skates for students to rent and use
on the ice rink in front of Main Hall, which
Cale Patenaude, dircector of the Game
Den, personally shoveled and prepared for
students before the event kicked off.
Greek life students mingled around
the campus fire pits along the edge of the
ice rink on the northeast end of the Oval
throughout the evening. Students took turns

sitting in the outdoor chairs to swap out
everyday shoes for ice skates.
Cody Lynch was the first person to go
out on the ice as many students watched
to make sure it was clear to skate. Lynch
described the ice as “a bit bumpy, but nothing too bad” and soon after, many students
joined in.
One of the campus advocates, Courtney
Veno, brought her sister Lindsey to the
event. Even after Lindsey fell on the ice
and Courtney burst into laughter seeing her
panic, both enjoyed the experience.
Lacey Zinke, the Fraternity and Sorority
Involvement director, hopes to plan another
day of skating on the Oval for students to
come out to mingle with Greek life later
in mid-February, as long as the weather
permits.

RIGHT: UM students mingle
and catch up around one of the
campus fire pits.
BELOW: UM student Lindsey
Veno, left, laughs at her sister
Courtney Veno after she slipped
while skating on the ice.

ABOVE: UM student
Lauren Goldsmith
skates across the ice
with glee as friends
watch and take videos
from outside the rink.
LEFT: Cale Patenaude,
director of the UM
Gaming Den located in
the University Center,
shovels snow off of
the ice in preparations
for the Snow Games
on the Oval.
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